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Abstract
Ultrasonic testing remains the most common Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE)
technique for inspecting adhesive joints at the bond line as it can be targeted at
small volume elements of interest. Whilst it can detect finite thickness disbonds,
there is still no known NDE technique to detect kissing bonds (KB) and therefore
assess the integrity of the bond. The literature describes the potential of nonlinear
ultrasonic techniques, but previous work has failed to fully quantify
nonlinearities generated by the experimental system. In this thesis, a new
prediction tool that provides realistic simulations of nonlinear ultrasonic wave
propagation is introduced to assess the detectability of KB in multi-layered
structures. A series of experiments that quantify nonlinearities generated by the
different sources are described, and a finite-element (FE) model in which the
experimental data is incorporated is developed. This new prediction tool is
expected to enable NDE engineers to know whether KB are at all detectable in a
given adhesive joint, and if so, what experimental set-up, driving frequency and
post-processing method to use in order to optimise KB detection capability.
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In this chapter, the context in which this work was carried out and its motivations
are explained. Background information on adhesive joints including their
applications and modes of failure is given to better understand the need industry
is facing. Finally, the objectives and outline of this thesis are presented.
1.1 General background
The work described in this thesis was carried out as part of an Engineering
Doctorate (EngD) programme in Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) which takes
place within the UK Research Centre in NDE (ReNDE). This programme is a
collaboration between academia and industry to coordinate research into NDE
technologies, and to ensure research topics are relevant to the medium to longer-
term needs of industry. It was sponsored by the Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and QinetiQ, the industrial partner.
QinetiQ, UK's largest research and technology organisation, has been working
with aerospace customers as a fundamental part of their business for decades.
Their aerostructures business offers support on the design aspects of aerospace
structures by providing new tools for structural analysis that link with disciplines
such as NDE. NDE activities range from fundamental studies of physical
phenomena underlying the inspection process to the design and construction of
prototype instrumentation and development of accompanying software.
As the adhesive bonding technique is increasingly being used in the aerospace
industry - it provides weight and strength advantages while reducing
manufacturing costs - there is a real need to identify the boundary
imperfections that lead to adhesion failure.
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1.2 Adhesive joints
Adhesive bonding is defined as the process of joining parts using a non-metallic
substance (adhesive) which undergoes a physical or chemical hardening reaction
causing the parts (adherends) to join together through surface adherence
(adhesion) and internal strength (cohesion). The adhesively bonded assembly is
known as an adhesive joint.
Although this assembly method is used for applications as diverse as medical and
dental, building products, packaging, footwear and apparel, furniture, book
binding, electrical and tape industries, its load-bearing applications are
extensively found in the transport sectors, such as automotive, naval, rail and
aerospace. In this work, the focus is on applications in automotive and aerospace
industries.
In the automotive industry, adhesives are used for sealing and anti-acoustic or
anti-vibration barriers but also for structural joints which influence the strength
and stiffness of the car body and thus its safety and overall comfort.
In the aerospace industry, adhesive bonding is used mainly to attach stringers to
fuselage and wing skins, stiffening the structures against buckling. It is also used
to manufacture stiff lightweight structures of metal honeycomb cores inside
metal skins for the flight control component structures (elevators, ailerons,
spoilers, etc).
The desire to move to structural components being bonded makes the importance
of adhesive bonds global. And with the increasing use of composites - in
modern aircrafts for example, components are made of aluminium alloy,
titanium, steel, polymer and polymer composites -, adhesive bonding has the
major advantage of enabling different materials to be joined.
Another main advantage of adhesive bonding over other joining techniques is
that the load is distributed more evenly at right angles to the loading direction
and across a larger area as seen in Figure Ll providing higher fatigue strength.
Other common joining techniques include welding where the two parts are
heated to be joined, and mechanical fastening where the two parts are drilled then





Figure 1.1. Load distribution at joints where the longer arrows indicate stress occurring
along the bond line when the joint is subjected to normal stress for welded
joints and shear stress for riveted and adhesive joints (short arrows) 11)
Another advantage of adhesive bonding is weight saving. When adhesive is used
to affix stiffening stringers and doublers to wing and fuselage panels for
example, the resulting panel is both stronger and lighter than a riveted structure.
This joining method is therefore attractive to aerospace manufacturers, enabling
them to produce lightweight, durable and strong bonds. Other advantages as well
as disadvantages of adhesive bonding are listed in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1. Advantages and disadvantages of adhesive bonding - green and red shaded
cells indicate advantages and disadvantages respectively that have been
mentioned in the text III
Advantages Disadvantages
Load distributed uniformly at right angles to Influence of time on process properties
loading direction
Microstructure of adherends unaffected Pretreatment of joining parts surface
Distortion-free joining Limited form stability
Different materials can be joined
Process parameters must be held within very
narrow range: low tolerance
Very thin parts can be joined
Change of properties of joint with time
(ageing of adhesive layer etc.)
Weight saving, light constructions Complicated control of process
Heat-sensitive materials can be joined Low peeling strength, creep sensitive
Metals with different electrochemical Low adhesive layer strength must be
properties can be joined (insulating effect of compensated by large joining area
adhesive)
High strength in combination with riveting,
spot-welding screw fastenings (eliminates Repair possibilities limited
crack corrosion)
High fatigue strength, good vibration Complicated strength calculation
damping
Adhesive joints are fabricated in many steps which involve surface pre-
treatments, adhesive choice and curing processes. Incorrect procedures may lead
to cohesion failure of the adhesive (poor cohesive strength, formation of voids),
mixed adhesion and cohesion failure (chemical reaction between the adhesive
and the adherend, environmental degradation of the adherend-adhesive interlayer
such as porosity), or adhesion failure (disbond, poor adhesion).
When in the case of adhesion failure, an adhesive joint fails at the interface
between the adhesive and the adherend as seen in Figure 1.2, it is usually the
result of a poor surface treatment or due to the presence of a contam inant such as
grease on an adherend during manufacture [2].
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____ ---Js ... Cohesion Failure
of Adhesive....__-------'
Adhesion Failure
of Adhesive/ Adherend Interface
Figure 1.2. Failure mechanisms 121
At that adherend-adhesive interface, there are two main classes of defect which
occur as seen in Figure 1.3: complete disbonds (either finite thickness or zero-
volume disbond) and poor adhesion (i.e. weak interface between the adhesive
and one or both adherends).
zero thickness void (no adhesion)
finite thickness void (at surface)
Figure 1.3. Types of disbonds at the adherend-adhesive interface
Deficient bonds which fail from adhesion failure contain what is called a zero-
volume disbond (or kissing bond as defined by Nagy [3][4]) where the surfaces
are in close proximity or even touching, but otherwise unbonded (no adhesive
strength between the adherend and the adhesive). Because there is no separation
at that interface, kissing bonds are extremely difficult to be detected by
conventional NDE techniques.
It has been shown that such imperfect interfaces introduce a higher degree of
nonlinearity as a result of contact acoustic nonlinearity (CAN) [5][6]. In other
words, they have stitTnesses which vary with load and this makes them nonlinear
in terms of their stress-strain behaviour. When an ultrasonic wave interacts with
such a defect, it is distorted, and this distortion can be used to detect the presence
ofa kissing bond [6]-[10]. It should however be noted that these CAN cases refer
to models and experiments that are not real in service use i.e. that kissing bonds
were simulated, not real.
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The use of nonlinear ultrasonic behaviour in NDE is an approach shown to be
sensitive to very small defects such as distributed micro-cracking and small
delaminations in composites [11]-[15], weakening of adhesive bonds [16]-[34],
thermal and chemical damage [35], etc. There is existing literature on this
nonlinear approach [14] as well as on the ultrasonic interaction with adhesively
bonded interfaces [36]-[48]. However, very little has been done to determine the
detectability of nonlinear effects due to such defects in a given structural
specimen.
1.3 Problem statement
With advantages such as weight saving and higher fatigue strength, adhesive
bonding is increasingly being used in the automotive and aerospace industries.
There is therefore a real need to identify the boundary imperfections that lead to
adhesion failure [49]. But while the detection of finite thickness disbonds
generally presents few problems [50], there is currently no satisfactory NDE
method for the detection of kissing bonds nor of weak interfaces between the
adhesive and the adherend(s). As this remains one of the major challenges in
NDE, the aim of this work is to address this gap. Also, as steel and aluminium
are still widely used in the automotive and aerospace industry respectively, the
focus here will be on metal-to-metal adhesive joints.
1.4 Objectives
The first objective of the work described here was to improve the understanding
of kissing bond behaviour. The primary way of achieving this was by developing
a generalised one-dimensional (I-D) finite-element (FE) type model to simulate
nonlinear ultrasonic wave propagation in adhesive joints.
The second objective was to use the model to find the best experimental settings
to detect nonlinear effects due to defects in a given structural specimen, if
detectable at all.
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1.5 Outline of the thesis
In Chapter 2, a literature review of the NDE techniques used for inspecting
adhesive joints at the bond line is presented. These include radiography, nuclear
magnetic resonance imaging (NMRI), thermography, holography, shearography,
acoustic and ultrasonic methods. Ultrasonic methods are the most common
methods used for adhesive joints. They can be divided into linear conventional,
linear advanced and nonlinear ultrasonic methods for which other applications
are also mentioned.
In Chapter 3, work carried out for Sandia National Laboratories involving the use
of ultrasonic inspection techniques for contaminated lap-joint bond specimens is
presented. The limitations of linear ultrasonic techniques including double
through-transmission (DTT), pulse-echo (PE), ultrasonic spectroscopy, shear
wave resonance and oblique incidence are given.
In Chapter 4, a theoretical outline of nonlinear ultrasonics is given. The stress-
strain relationship is derived to obtain the nonlinear wave equation. From its
solution, the most common nonlinear parameters are defined. A nonlinear
ultrasonic technique is then carried out on the contaminated lap-joint bond
specimens from Chapter 3.
As nonlinear wave propagation needs better understanding, a l-D FE model is
developed in Chapter 5 where the ultrasonic wave is visualised as oscillating
masses connected by elastic springs.
In Chapter 6, the I-D FE model developed in Chapter 5 is validated for linear
wave propagation against an input impedance model and for nonlinear wave
propagation by extracting the correct nonlinear parameter value for material
inherent nonlinearity. Challenges and subtleties in modelling nonlinear wave
propagation are described.
In Chapter 7, modelling rules are set by generalised equations with dimensionless
factors. Recommendations on the choice of factors are given for optimised
accuracy.
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In Chapter 8, carefully controlled experiments are carried out to properly identify
and quantify nonlinearities generated by external sources which are then
incorporated into the model.
In Chapter 9, the model is used as a prediction tool and run on two different
aluminium sandwich specimens. The analysis of the results gives the information
needed to optimise experimental measurements. The FE model's performance is
also assessed by comparing its output with experimental data.
In Chapter 10, a review of the thesis is given with a summary of findings.





In the previous chapter, the increasing use of adhesive bonding was explained
and the current need of industry was identified: it is necessary to find Non-
Destructive Evaluation (NDE) techniques for the detection of kissing bonds or of
weak interfaces between the adhesive and the adherend. A literature review of
NDE techniques for the inspection of adhesive joints at the bond line is therefore
presented in this chapter.
2.2 NDE inspection for adhesive joints at the bond line
Unlike mechanical tests, bond strength cannot be directly measured with non-
destructive techniques but a correlation between bond strength and some
mechanical, physical or chemical parameter that can be measured without
causing damage may be obtained [51)[52]. Moreover, various types of flaws can
be detected at the interface of an adhesive joint - the bond line. The focus here
is on metal-to-metal adhesive joints as steel and aluminium are still widely used
in the automotive and aerospace industry respectively. Techniques found
successful on composites are however also mentioned if they could be applied to
metals.
2.2.1 Radiographic methods
Radiographic methods can be divided into three groups following the radioactive
source used: x-rays, gamma-rays (j-rays) or n-rays (neutrons).
X-rays used in Film Radiography, Computed Radiography (CR) and Computed
Tomography (CT) have found limited use in metal-to-metal bonded joints due to
the large difference in density between metal and adhesive. For example, steel is
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about seven times denser than epoxy which means that for a typical 70 kV
photon energy, its linear absorption coefficient is twenty-two times higher. The
difference in contrast levels between epoxy and air is therefore not visible on the
x-radiograph. And even if the adhesive joint is manufactured using a radio-
opaque adhesive in which a powder filler comprising a high atomic number
metal is incorporated for the adhesive to be more radio-opaque than the
surrounding metal, only volumetric defects such as voids in the adhesive can be
detected by x-ray inspection as less dense material is traversed [53].
Due to their shorter wavelengths, gamma-rays are generally used to inspect
specimens from 25 mm up to 230 mm thickness i.e. specimens that are much
thicker than most adhesive joints in the automotive and aerospace industries.
Moreover, at the lower thickness end of the range, the radiographs obtained with
gamma-rays do not provide as good a resolution and contrast as those obtained
with x-rays.
Attenuation of x-rays increases with increasing atomic number (density of
electrons) which means that materials having a similar atomic number have a
similar mass absorption coefficient. The attenuation of neutrons, on the other
hand, is a function of the nucleus. A metal such as steel is more easily penetrated
by neutrons than a hydrogen bearing adhesive. When neutron radiography is
performed on metal-to-metal adhesive joints, the metal adherends are readily
penetrated and the adhesive clearly imaged. Voids in the adhesive layer are
visible and measurable on a high resolution transmission image where defective
areas are indicated through a difference in image contrast with the adhesive
appearing black and imperfections white. The major limitation of neutron
radiography however is that it requires powerful neutron sources which are only
available at research fission reactors or spallation neutron sources.
X-radiography is therefore the most suitable radiography method but can only
detect missing adhesive.
2.2.2 Magnetic methods: nuclear magnetic resonance imaging
Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (NMRI) has the capability to measure
imperfections in adhesive joints. Voids and flaws can be detected during the
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curing process, and the adhesive layer analysed [37]. However, only materials
with water molecules can be imaged which means that a void will only show if
infiltrated by a fluid.
2.2.3 Thermal methods: thermography
Thermography is a full-field, non-contact, very rapid non-destructive inspection
technique. Two possible basic approaches are pulsed and modulated (lock-in)
thermography [54]. More advanced techniques include thermosonics.
In pulsed thermography (PT), the specimen is exposed to a heat source (e.g. flash
lamps) and the surface temperature is viewed with an infrared (lR) camera
interfaced to a personal computer (PC) as the specimen cools. In areas above a
subsurface defect, the transient flow of heat from the surface into the specimen is
partially obstructed by the defect, thus causing a transient, local temperature
increase at the surface. Here, disbonds at the interface would act as insulators and
the heat would be trapped above these air gaps. The time-dependent response of
the sample surface temperature to the thermal impulse is treated as a collection of
independent pixel time histories.
In modulated thermography (MT), the thermal wave source (e.g. halogen lamps)
is operated so as to obtain a sinusoidal temperature modulation. The system
collects a series of IR images and compares their temperature levels computing
the amplitude and phase angle of the sinusoidal wave pattern at each point.
Finite-thickness disbonds may be detected with PT or MT provided their depth
does not exceed their lateral dimensions. The thermal wave imaging
EchoTherm TM PT system is typically used on adhesive joints in the aerospace
and automotive industries. Also, interfacial disbonds were detected clearly with
high contrast using scanning thermography by adjustable mirrors, a promising
automated NOE method for large-scale adhesive joints [55]. In the case of small
material thickness, valuable information such as irregular distribution or lack of
adhesive can also be obtained with MT [56]. Thermography is most commonly
used for composites [57] as thermal diffusivity of metals may be as much as ten
times that in the adhesive [58] making the contrast arising from a small defect
spread over an area of thirty times the diameter that would be observed in a
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homogeneous material, with correspondingly much reduced magnitude. For
metals, vibrothermography or thermosonics using mechanical [59] and ultrasonic
excitation respectively is therefore more suitable.
In thermosonics, an ultrasonic excitation horn is used to apply a short pulse of
low frequency ultrasound at one point on the test structure. The sound wave
causes the closely joined surfaces of defects to heat up by friction or clapping,
thus making them visible to the thermal imaging camera. The method is
particularly well suited to the detection of closed cracks and disbonds [60]. The
assumption is that an imperfect interface such as a kissing bond might introduce
frictional heating due to intermittent contact (clapping) or frictional forces.
While conventional thermography such as PT and MT can only detect finite-
volume disbonds, an advanced method such as thermosonics has the potential of
detecting zero-volume disbonds. However, in both cases, disbonds that can be
imaged are mainly those near the surface in composite materials.
2.2.4 Optical methods: holography, shearography
In holography, the interference between the light reflected and scattered by the
specimen and a reference beam is created and recorded. Holograms of the test
specimen before and after it has been stressed are compared. The thermal or
vibration stressing technique [61] is used to find disbonds in honeycomb panels
made of composite facesheet and ultralight film adhesive [62]-[64] as well as
those made of aluminium facesheet and thick film adhesive. For panels made of
aluminum facesheet and light or ultralight film adhesive, the dual vacuum
stressing technique would be used [65].
Shearography [66] using vacuum stressing or steady-state vibration is a useful
technique for revealing disbonds in composite structures without the need of a
reference beam like in holography.
2.2.5 Acoustic methods (1 to 30 kHz)
Acoustic methods [41] such as tap testing, the mechanical impedance technique
and the membrane resonance method [67] involve the measurement of the
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mechanical vibrations. The defect causes a local change in stiffness and a change
in vibrational properties of the structure. These methods are used for the
detection of delaminations in composite materials, disbonds in adhesive joints
and defective honeycomb structures and laminates [68]. However, the sensitivity
of all the methods is reduced as the defect depth is increased and some of them
are unreliable close to the edges of a structure or on flexible structures.
2.2.6 Ultrasonic methods
Linear and nonlinear ultrasonic (UT) methods are described in the following two
sections.
2.3 Linear ultrasonics for adhesive joints
Nine linear ultrasonic methods are discussed: three conventional (pulse-echo
(PE), through-transmission (TT) and double through-transmission (OTT» and
six advanced (wideband ultrasonic spectroscopy, oblique incidence ultrasound,
shear wave resonance [69], ultrasonic resonance impedance method, ultrasonic
microscopy and surface acoustic waves).
2.3.1 Conventional ultrasonic methods
With conventional ultrasonic methods, compression waves at frequencies of 1-
,
20 MHz are sent into the specimen usually by a piezoelectric transducer coupled
to the specimen by coupling gel or in water immersion.
In PE mode, reflections from the weak bond are received by the same transducer
whereas in TT mode, the signal is received at the other side of the specimen by
another transducer. In both cases, the received signal amplitude and time of flight
are measured. As in PE, the DTT method involves using the same transducer to
transmit and receive the ultrasonic signal, but to measure the amplitude in a time
gate that selects the reflection from a flat, uniform reflector placed just beyond
the specimen, normal to the transducer beam. This determines the ultrasonic
attenuation caused by passing twice through the specimen and can be plotted as a
colour at each point in a two-dimensional raster scan to form a C-scan
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presentation. Using these conventional ultrasonic techniques for testing the bond
line, voids can be detected as long as the reflection coefficient is non-zero and
consequently the transmission coefficient is less than one [70].
Pilarski [71] attempted to explain the existence of a relation between the
reflection coefficient from the interface of an adhesive bond and its mechanical
strength. It was however not possible to know what defects were present at the
bond line.
2.3.2 Ultrasonic spectroscopy (UltraSpec™)
UItraSpec™ was developed at the Southern Research Institute (Birmingham,
AL., USA) and uses a digitised 'chirp' signal to drive a standard dual element
probe [72] in PE. The signal can cover a wide range of frequencies whilst
maintaining a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at each frequency compared with
a broad-band pulse method. This results in a robust SNR in the frequency
domain. Additionally, the input wave frequency range and amplitude can be
user-defined. After amplification, the received signal is digitised and processed
using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to identify resonances and resonance
spacing. UltraSpec™ is implemented with two Peripheral Component
Interconnect (PCI) cards on a personal desktop computer (PC) and its software
runs on a Microsoft Windows platform.
Application of this technique to bonded joints was reported by Smith et al. [69],
wherein the difference between two frequency peaks - in both amplitude and
frequency spacing - were observed to vary between a "good" bond and a "weak"
one. The frequency difference between the two peaks, and their relative
amplitudes, have been shown to be dependent on the thickness and ultrasonic
properties of the adhesive layer [72]-[74]. Hence, if the adhesive layer has known
un'iform thickness across ajoint, the ratio of the amplitudes of the two peaks can
be used to detect and measure changes in ultrasonic properties across the joint,
with the potential to assess the relative strength of the bond [36].
UltraSpec™ is limited by the bulky nature of a PC implementation and the
requirement for alternating current (AC) power. Also, a known well-bonded area
is required to enable the comparison of output frequency spectra. Finally, even if
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UltraSpec™ measurements could be correlated with bond strength, it would not
be possible to differentiate loss in cohesive strength from loss in adhesive
strength.
2.3.3 Ultrasonic resonance impedance method
In this method, the piezoelectric transducer is operated at its resonance frequency
and placed on the sample using couplant. The measured electrical impedance of
the transducer is affected by the acoustic impedance of the sample which is
altered by any lack ofbonding.
Materials such as graphite or fiberglass, with low impedance, require lower
frequency probes than metal-skin layers. Frequencies in the range of 35 to
500 kHz have been useful for most bond testing, with the higher frequencies used
for thinner or metallic layers.
Bond testers such as the Fokker Bondtester are widely used in the aerospace
industry for NDE of adhesive bonded laminates and honeycomb structures
including those with external metallic sheets. The minimum size of voids
detectable is closely related to operating frequencies and top sheet thickness.
This method is particularly effective at detecting disbands or delaminations in
thin-skinned composites [75].
2.3.4 Shear wave resonance
Price and Martin pioneered this technique for the inspection of bonded joints
between aluminium adherends [76]. A longitudinal focused beam directed
normally to the plate surface contains non-normal incidence wave-fronts. At each
reflection of non-normal incidence compression waves, shear waves are
produced by mode conversion and resonate at frequencies which depend on their
velocity. Based on the condition that in the metallic material the longitudinal
wave velocity is approximately twice the shear wave velocity, the shear and
longitudinal wave resonances coincide so that successive mode conversions





with particle motions relatively parallel to the surface that enable the adhesive
bond interface to be observed.
Figure 2.1 shows the response of a single 3 mm aluminium sheet (red) compared
with that of an adhesive joint constructed from 3 mm aluminium adherends and
































Figure 2.1. a) Resonances observed using a 5 MHz transducer in pulse-echo on: the
'centre' of an adhesive joint constructed from 3 mm aluminium and 0.1 mm
adhesive (blue/upper curves); and a 3 mm aluminium sheet (redllower
curves), over frequency range (top) 3-8 MHz and (bottom) 5-5.7 MHz. Each
spectrum has an arbitrary offset to separate them - b) Zoom in,
L = longitudinal resonance; S = shear resonance
For the single aluminium sheet (in red on Figure 2.1), the shear and longitudinal
resonances coincide close to 5 MHz. The presence of the adhesive causes a
damping and a modulation of the shear wave resonance. The importance of the
damping and shift in frequency is believed to be determinant for the
characterisation of the adhesive bond modulus. Considered promising in metallic
bonded structures, it is however not possible with this technique to know whether
kissing bonds are present.
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2.3.5 Oblique incidence
Oblique-incidence methods are more difficult to implement than the normal-
incidence method, but they have the advantage that they can apply a shear stress
component to the interface and hence are potentially more sensitive to interfacial
properties. The angle of incidence of the ultrasound beam should be chosen to be
slightly greater than the longitudinal wave critical angle [77] in order to produce
only shear waves. The transducer separation is selected so that only the shear
wave with the shortest ultrasonic path length is detected, which corresponds to a
reflection from the near surface of the adhesive as shown in Figure 2.2.
---+ Ultrasonic pulse in water
--+- Shear-shear reflection of interest
_ Multiple shear reflections
__ Multiple longitudinal reflections
- Ultrasonic transducer
D Ultrasonic beam profile
o Metallic adherend
o Adhesive
Figure 2.2. Schematic of the oblique incidence set-up
The oblique incidence immersion technique was used to determine the
reflectivity characteristics of good versus weak bonds on various aluminium-
epoxy-aluminium specimens [78]. Obliquely incident shear waves showed higher
sensitivity to the weaker bonds than the conventional normally incident
longitudinal waves as poor adhesion corresponded to a loss in shear stress at the
interface. In effect, the oblique incidence technique is measuring changes in
shear attenuation and shear interfacial stiffuess, and therefore only works for
sliding interfaces. As this is not necessarily always the case, this technique would
require to be complemented by those using longitudinal waves in order to fully
assess the integrity of the bond.
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2.3.6 Ultrasonic (or acoustic) microscopy
Ultrasonic (or acoustic) microscopy is a high resolution technique for NDE. The
basic idea of scanning acoustic microscopy (SAM) is to use a lens to focus the
ultrasonic pulse on the sample [79]. A coupling fluid, which is usually water, is
used to transmit the pulse to and from the sample as seen in Figure 2.3. The
reflected echoes are collected by the lens and converted to an electronic signal.
Any echo can be chosen for monitoring and, in this way, information from
different depths can be obtained. A complete two-dimensional image called an
acoustic micrograph is built up point-by-point by mechanically translating the






Figure 2.3. Working principle of SAM 1801
The different grey values on the micrograph correspond to the amplitude and
time of flight of the reflected wave [80]. SAM has been used to detect flaws in
epoxy bonded aluminium plates [79]. When areas of the bond give a strong
reflection, they appear bright and correspond to disbonded regions. The acoustic
microscope can therefore distinguish a perfect bond from full delaminations or
disbonding as well as regions of interfacial degradation but only when it has
resulted in a small void or delamination [81]. At a frequency of 45 MHz, defects
could be determined through 6 mm of aluminium with a resolution of
approximately 30 urn but would only include finite thickness disbonds.
Moreover, the practical use of this technique is limited.
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2.3.7 Interface waves (or Stoneley waves)
Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) propagate along the surface of a material. At the
boundary between two solid media, they are mode converted into interface waves
(or Stoneley waves). Measurement of interface wave attenuation indicated that
the technique is sensitive to changes in interfacial conditions. These results could·
therefore be extended to a more detailed study of interfacial phenomena in order
to assess the applicability of this experimental method to bond strength
determination [82]. Measuring the interface wave velocity to calculate the
effective shear modulus is also a convenient quantitative characteristic for
predicting the reduction in strength of a given specimen relative to a reference
specimen [30][83].
2.3.8 Conclusion
X-radiography is limited to detecting voids in the adhesive provided it is radio-
opaque while NMRI can only image a void infiltrated by water. Finite thickness
disbonds can be detected using thermal, optical and acoustic methods but their
sensitivity decreases with depth. Linear ultrasonic methods using longitudinal
waves are therefore more appropriate at detecting finite thickness disbonds in
metal-to-metal adhesive joints and can also measure small changes in very thin
interfacial layers. Linear ultrasonic methods using shear waves can measure
losses in shear stiffness that may occur for weak bonds. Finally, if there is
frictional heating at the interface, thermosonics can detect delaminations in
composites or in adhesive joints but only with very thin metal sheets. Kissing
bonds remain therefore extremely elusive [84], which is the reason why other
techniques based on nonlinear ultrasonics have been investigated.
2.4 Applications of nonlinear ultrasonics
Nonlinear ultrasonics has already been used for different applications reviewed
here. It is first mentioned how it was used for material microstructure
identification in physics and Earth studies to then be used in NDE as a tool for
material characterisation (metal fatigue, thermal and chemical damage). The
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technique is then reviewed for different types of damage (tight cracks, corrosion,
distributed micro-cracking and small delaminations in composites, disbonds).
Nonlinear ultrasonics is mainly used for material characterisation in fields such
as condensed matter physics [85]-[88], acousto-optics [89], low-temperature
research [15], Earth studies [90], chemical physics [91], biophysics [92],
biomedical engineering [93][94], acoustic microscopy [95][96] and NDE [97].
In NDE, a tool for material characterisation is of primary importance to detect
changes often associated with fatigue damage that occur at a microscopic level
when the structure is subject to loads (stretching, cyclic loads) or temperature
variations. But often, when looking at the linear ultrasonic response, no
noticeable change in attenuation or sound velocity with change of degradation
can be found. The nonlinear response on the other hand seems to be more
sensitive to the presence of damage than the linear response.
It should first be noted that materials have some degree of inherent nonlinearity
that can be seen with the generation of harmonics in the frequency spectrum and
measured by the nonlinear parameter that will be introduced later [98]. An
efficient measurement procedure was developed by Shui [99] using Rayleigh
surface waves in aluminium plates and by Price [100] using guided waves in
rolled aluminium sheets. In heterogeneous media such as rock, soil, cement and
concrete, nonlinear hysteretic effects were found in their elastic behaviour [101]
and nonlinear ultrasonic wave propagation modelled [102]-[ 104]. Nonlinear
ultrasonic measurements were in effect shown to be very sensitive to the
presence of damage and to its characteristics (length, location and intensity) in
hysteretic elastic materials [105]. When testing concrete in damaged and
undamaged states, Shah [106] reported conclusive results which make nonlinear
ultrasonics a promising technique for effective evaluation of in-situ concrete
structures. Van den Abeele developed nonlinear elastic wave spectroscopy
(NEWS) methods to detect damage in brittle materials such as brick, slate,
concrete, rock, sand and soil [107][ 108].
These nonlinear hysteretic effects found in grained materials and rocks were also
found in damaged elastic materials [109]. Hurley identified the sensitivity of the
nonlinear ultrasonic parameter to microstructure variations and more precisely to
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the presence of dislocations which in steel can vary with carbon content [110]
but also with aging [111]. The plastic deformation occurring in damaged elastic
materials is characterised by an increase in dislocation density [112]. Since
dislocation dipole substructures formed during metal fatigue produce a
substantial distortion of ultrasonic waves [85], nonlinear ultrasonics has been
used to monitor degradation and fatigue in materials such as steel, aluminium
and titanium alloys. A strong correlation between a nonlinear parameter and
fatigue damage was also found when investigating aging degradation in high
temperature materials used in turbine rotors in power plants [113] and in
polycrystalline copper [114]. A similar correlation was found by Deng [115]
using Lamb waves in aeronautic aluminium sheets, by Matikas [116] using
surface waves in titanium alloy also used in aerospace structures, and by Straka
[117] using nonlinear elastic wave modulation spectroscopy (NEWMS) on
aluminium alloy. During fatigue, micro-cracks can also develop in metals and be
detected with nonlinear ultrasonics [5] [118].
Some of these micro-cracks might even be contact type defects. Contact type
defects include tight cracks or corrosion in homogeneous materials but also
disbond type defects in multilayer structures (composites or with bonded
elements). Interest in nonlinear ultrasonics was shown for such defects as partial
contact at the interface can cause contact nonlinearity or clapping. The clapping
of fatigue tight cracked faces for example has enabled Kawashima to classify the
extent of the opening [119] while Sutin [120] used the nonlinear properties of the
cracks to locate them. An acoustic vibro-modulation technique based on the
nonlinear interaction of ultrasound and vibrations in the presence of contact-type
defects was successful in detecting disbonds and cracks in composite materials,
stress corrosion cracks, corrosion-induced delamination of structural elements,
and fatigue cracks in materials such as aluminium, steel and titanium [121]. A
similar technique sending two SAWs used as a measure of material nonlinearity
the change in phase velocity of the high frequency wave (generated using a
pulsed laser) compared to the stress experienced as it propagated [122]. A small
increase in the mean nonlinear response was found in the fatigued sample
compared with the unfatigued one but the scans showed spatial variation of
nonlinearity and more experimental evidence is required to determine whether
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this measure of nonlinearity is a viable metric for fatigue life. A low-frequency
vibration modulation technique was also carried out using guided waves where
linear defects were simulated by masses bonded onto an aluminium plate and
nonlinear scatterers were simulated by loading a similar mass against the plate
[123]. As this technique was able to discriminate between bonded and loaded
masses, it could provide potentially additional defect characterisation
information for structural health monitoring applications.
Another nonlinear ultrasonic technique, nonlinear wave modulation spectroscopy
(NWMS), was successful at discerning an undamaged automobile engine
component and one with a small crack [107]. This technique is one of the NEWS
techniques ([11]-[13][35][98][107][108][120][124][125]) Van den Abeele has
developed for damage detection that focus on the internal microstructural
properties of materials. They also include nonlinear resonant ultrasonic
spectroscopy (NRUS) [13], slow dynamics diagnostic (SOD) [124], time reversal
acoustics (NL TRA) [98] and single-mode nonlinear resonance acoustic
spectroscopy (SIMONRAS) [108].
Multilayer structures (composite or with bonded elements) may also have contact
type defects such as micro-crack fields, cracks and delaminations in the case of
composites. NEWS was used for quality assessment of composite laminates with
such defects [11], for characterising microdamage in composite aeronautical
components [12], detecting the presence of impact damage in foam sandwich
panel aircraft structures [125], delamination damage due to low velocity impact
on composite plates [13] and for finding damage initiation in composites used in
aerospace structural parts as it enables good harmonic imaging of matrix cracks
and micro-delamination [12]. By using a conventional C-scan system and
extracting the second harmonic signals, Kawashima [26] developed a nonlinear
ultrasonic imaging system to visualise fiber/matrix delaminations or matrix
crackings in composite plates. Nonlinear harmonic generation was also found on
other types of composites such as rubber-steel composites used in storage tanks
and pipelines. The results obtained by Shkerdin [126] using Lamb waves can
serve as a parametric guide for experimentalists considering their use as a tool
for NDE of bilayers.
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From a purely theoretical point of view, Gustafson [127] studied the ultrasonic
transmission through a nonlinear layer in a linear medium. He found that the
ultrasonic transmission coefficient derived for the second harmonic frequency
exhibited greater sensitivity to changes in ultrasonic parameters (driving
frequency, wave amplitude) and nonlinear layer parameters (acoustic velocity
and impedance, thickness, elastic constants), than transmission at the
fundamental frequency. This was back in 1977 and already suggested that
nonlinear ultrasonics could be a promising technique for NDE of multilayer
structures.
2.5 Nonlinear ultrasonics for adhesive joints
Structures with bonded elements such as adhesive joints have been found to be
good candidates for nonlinear ultrasonics. In effect. nonlinear binding forces
cause a nonlinear modulation of transmitted or reflected ultrasonic waves [21]
and the generated higher harmonics of an incident monochromatic wave can give
information about the quality of the adhesive bond. Hirsekorn [19] developed an
ultrasonic measurement procedure that exploits the nonlinear transfer of
ultrasound to distinguish between strong and weak bonds.
By postulating that failure of an adhesive bond is preceded by nonlinear
behaviour in the thin boundary layer at the interface between adhesive and
adherend, Achenbach and Parikh [22] carried out a theoretical investigation to
obtain information on the adhesive bond strength from ultrasonic test results.
Second order nonlinear measurements were found to be more sensitive to detect
weak boundary layers than linear measurements [16][88]. Arnold [23] also
looked at higher order harmonics and found a correlation between their
amplitudes and the quality of the bond when using contaminant such as oil to
simulate weak bonds.
Delsanto [21] investigated transmitted harmonic amplitudes for aluminium-
epoxy-aluminium adhesive joints with water infiltrating from the edges.
Comparison with data simulated by a simple model based on the local interaction
simulation approach (LISA) was encouraging but not sufficient to warrant a
practical application. Rokhlin [30] demonstrated that similar environmental
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degradation of adhesive joints could be detected by a nonlinear frequency-
modulated ultrasonic method.
The degradation due to cyclic fatigue of similar adhesive joints was detected by
the reduction of the linear portion of the stress-strain curve of the bond. Based on
the postulate that a deteriorated bond has nonlinear stress-strain behaviour, a
theoretical explanation of these ultrasonic measurements was given by Tang
[32].
ElectRelease™ is an electrically debonding epoxy adhesive developed by EIe
Laboratories Inc. (Norwood, MA., USA). When a low power current is applied
across the bond line between metallic adherends previously bonded with this
high strength adhesive, a chemical reaction causes the bond to be released at the
adherend-adhesive interface. When testing an adhesive joint made with
ElectRelease™ adhesive which enables the production of kissing bonds, Weise
[128] observed a small increase in harmonic amplitude in the disbonded state
compared to the bonded state. A model written by Richardson [129] explains this
level ofnonlinearity due to intermittent opening and closing of the gap. The high
strain at the contact tips of the kissing bond can in effect result in the generation
of a second harmonic as studied by Barnard [130]. Solodov [131] also presented
experimental results of acoustic nonlinear phenomena at contact boundaries.
Biwa's [6] theoretical analysis for the nonlinear behaviour of elastic waves
propagating through contact interface is commonly referred to. Van [7][8]
carried out similar experimental work on aluminium blocks [9]. His results look
promising but other authors have published non-conclusive results that underline
the challenges when carrying out such nonlinear measurements.
When Rothenfusser [132] studied material contributions to the second harmonic
amplitude, he found that without the presence of a kissing bond, pure adhesion
phenomena were hardly seen in an experiment. Bockenheimer [17] tested
aluminium-epoxy-aluminium adhesive joints subjected to mechanical loading
and hydrothermal ageing but did not find any changes in harmonic amplitudes
for the weakened joints. When looking at a single layer with nonlinear interface,
O'Neill [27] detected nonlinear distortion of the time-domain signal but a simple
FFT of this data did not give such easily comprehensible results, with the
harmonics sitting barely above noise level for both input and output signals. With
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a model that predicts the evolution of interface damage by looking at the
ultrasonic wave nonlinear distortion it introduces, O'Neill [28] also found that
the acoustic power required to generate nonlinear effects was a significant
fraction of the remaining strength of the material, and may result in the rapid
failure of bonds with even a little damage. That is, there is only a narrow
amplitude window where significant harmonics are produced without introducing
significant new damage. This likely explains the difficulty the nonlinear
ultrasonics community has had in making such a scheme operational - either
the harmonic generation is small, or the measurement itself causes the part to
fail.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a number of NDE techniques were reviewed and their potential
for testing adhesive joints at the bond line was assessed (Table 2. I).
Table 2.1. Review of NDE techniques for testing adhesive joints at the bond line
where green shaded cells indicate the techniques used for the experimental
measurements in the next chapter
Technique Defect type Limitations and/or advantages for
adhesive joints
x-radiography voids in the adhesive only when using radio-opaque adhesive
y-rad iography voids in the adhesive less resolution and contrast than x-ray for
thin specimens
n-radiography voids in the adhesive high resolution but powerful neutron
sources only available at research centres
nuclear magnetic
voids infiltrated by a can only image materials with waterresonance imaging
fluid molecules(NMRI)
if the defect depth does not exceed its
thermography finite thickness disbonds lateral dimensions, for composites
mainly
vertical cracks, friction restricted to
vibrothermography closed cracks certain places only, complex physical
processes
fatigue cracks in metals, vertical cracks, friction restricted to
thermosonics delaminations in certain places only, complex physical
composites processes
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holography finite thickness disbonds sub-surface defects, for composites
mainly or aluminium facesheet
sub-surface defects, for composites
shearography finite thickness disbonds mainly or aluminium facesheet, no need
for a reference beam
tap testing finite thickness disbonds sensitivity decreases with depth, for
composites mainly
mechanical impedance
finite thickness disbonds sensitivity decreases with depth, fortechnique composites mainly
membrane resonance
finite thickness disbonds sensitivity decreases with depth, formethod composites mainly
linear conventional UT disbonds, changes in longitudinal waves, signal post-
(PE, TT, DTT) very thin interfacial layer processing in time domain
UT spectroscopy weak bonds longitudinal waves, signal post-
processing in frequency domain
UT resonance
disbonds, voids composites mainly or external metallicimpedance method sheets
shear wave resonance bond strength measurement of shear modulus
oblique incidence weak bonds measurement of shear attenuation and
stiffness
UT microscopy finite thickness disbonds high spatial resolution
interface waves bond strength measurement of shear modulus
Most of the techn iques Iisted in Table 2.1 are lim ited to the detection of voids in
the adhesive layer or finite thickness disbands and it was found that ultrasonic
techniques remain the most appropriate NDE techniques for inspecting metal-to-
metal adhesive joints at the bond line.
In the next chapter, results of linear ultrasonic measurements that were carried
out on contaminated adhesive joints using different one-sided ultrasonic
techniques are presented. Conventional ultrasonics and ultrasonic spectroscopy
were chosen to have longitudinal waves sent into the specimens and the output
signal processed in the time and frequency domains respectively. Oblique
incidence and shear wave resonance were chosen to have shear waves looked at
in the time and frequency domains respectively.
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Chapter 3
Ultrasonic inspection of contaminated
adhesive joints
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the evolution of adhesives has enabled engineers to
replace traditional fastened joints with bonded joints. Thus, although it is not
always possible to confirm the presence of kissing bonds, the ability to quantify
non-destructively the strength of bonded joints would find fabrication quality
assurance and in-service inspection applications in automotive, aerospace, and
civil industries. In the previous chapter, it was found that ultrasonic testing
remains the most appropriate Non-Destructive Evaluation (NOE) technique for
inspecting adhesive joints at the bond line.
During the Engineering Doctorate (EngO) programme, the opportunity arose to
carry out tests on contam inated lap joint bond specimens. The purpose of this
study was to determine, if applications of ultrasonic Non-Destructive Evaluation
(NOE) techniques, coupled with signal analysis, were able to characterise
compromised bonds, whether any measured ultrasonic parameters could be
correlated with bond strength.
These ultrasonic parameters were measured using linear conventional techniques
such as double through-transmission (OTT) and pulse-echo (PE), linear advanced
techniques including ultrasonic spectroscopy, shear wave resonance and oblique
incidence. These linear techniques enable longitudinal or shear waves to be
analysed in the time or frequency domain.
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3.2 Detail of measurements
3.2.1 Specimen history and dimensions
The Airworthiness Assurance Non-Destructive Inspection (NO!) Validation
Centre (AANC) at Sandia National Laboratories (USA) provided two sets of
specimens with similar adhesive bonds to those found in the automotive industry.
The United States Council for Automotive Research (USCAR) has in effect been
long-time partners with Sandia National Laboratories who have ongoing
partnerships with key transportation industry groups. Each set comprised ten lap-
joint bond specimens that had been prepared using specific methods proven to
produce various levels of weak bonds. Both sets A and B are nominally the same.
The bond area between the two galvanised steel adherends was 25.4 x 25.4 mm
(1 II xl") as shown in Figure 3.]. The thickness of the steel plate was 1.5 mm
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Figure 3.1. Drawing of steel lap-joint bond specimen
Inspections were performed from side I hence had the weak bond surface on the
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Figure 3.2, Schematic showing position of weak bond surface relative to inspection sides
I and 2
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Full-strength specimens (pristine) were used as an inspection baseline. The
compromised specimens were manufactured either with specific contaminants, or
reduced bond areas, to produce weaker bonds. The contaminant types and
associated bond strengths - as determined by multiple strength tests on similar
specimens - are listed in Table 3.1 and illustrated in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4.
Table 3.1. Summary of test specimens - Methods to produce weak bonds and the
estimated bond strength for each type of specimen
USCAR Weak Bond Coupon Specimen Test Matrix
No. of
Specimen No. Description Strength % of Bond Standard
Tests Strength Deviation
Completed
T-PRJ-7F-X Pristine 10 100% 2.8%
T-MO-RE- Full Strength mold release
10 88% 3.9%MS-25-zzF-X (Miller-Steph. 25% cov.)
T-GRE-100- 100% Grease Application
13 62% 11.2%OJ-zzF-X (O.Olmm thickness)
T-MO-RE- Full Strength mold release
10 58% 14.3%MS-50-zzF-X (Miller-Steph. 50% cov.)
T-PWD-IO- Baking powder
13 46% 7.2%zzF-X I0% coverage wi screen
T-SC-25-7F-X 25% Screen Application of 10 46% 10.1%Adhesive
T-PWD-2S- Baking powder
13 31% 8.6%zzF-X 25% coverage wi screen
T-GRE-IOO- 100% Grease Application
13 26% 9.0%02-zzF-X (0.02mm thickness)
T-GRE-IOO- 100% Grease Application
13 11% 4.0%05-zzF-X (O.OSmm thickness)
T-PWD-IOO- Baking powder
II 10% 4.0%zzf'-X 100% coverage
"zz" = unique specimen number for that particular configuration
"X" = represents the particular specimen Set which will be either A or B
The contaminants were chosen to represent the types of bond weakening that
may be seen in the manufacturing process. Grease for example is a primary
concern to the USCAR. Baking powder was used in some of the samples to
mimic dust and similar contaminant particles which are likely to be present in a
manufacturing environment. The photos in Figure 3.3 show the screening process
used to control the coverage area of adhesive or contaminants in the specimens.
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25% Adhesive 10% Powder Coverage Grease Application
Figure 3.3. Coverage of contaminants
The relationships between bond strength and the amount of adhesive or
contaminants are shown in Figure 3.4.
Grease specimens Mould release specimens
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Figure 3.4. Amount of contaminant or adhesive in relation to bond strength
Sandia National Laboratories had provided information about the reaction of
some contaminants with the adhesive and the failure mechanisms for each type
of contaminant as summarised in Table 3.2. All types of specimens failed at the
bond line described as the weak bond interface in Figure 3.2. The grease and
mould release specimens had primarily adhesive failure. The screen-application
adhesive specimens showed cohesive failure and the baking powder specimens a
mix of adhesive and cohesive failure.
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Table 3.2. Summary of the specimens' failure modes
Type of specimen Failure mode
Mould release adhesive
Grease adhesive
Baking powder adhesive / cohesive
Screen application of adhesive cohesive
3.2.2 Equipment set up
As shown in Figure 3.5, specimens were positioned with their extremities lying
on parallel bars, above a glass reflector, at the bottom of the scanning tank. A
two-axis manipulator was attached to the z-axis of the scanning tank to allow the





Figure 3.5. Experimental arrangement
The equipment used for the scans are listed in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4.
Table 3.3. Probes used for ultrasonic measurements
Frequency Probe: Serial number Diameter Focus Measurement type
(MHz)
10 Alpha COl401 0.375" 3" OTT and PE
10 Alpha C08422 0.5" 1.5" Shear wave resonance
25 Alpha 524778, Alpha 00JOK9 0.25" planar Oblique incidence




Table 3.4. Electronic equipment and associated power settings
Equipment Item Description Serial Damping Power Measurement
number 0 pF type
Krautkramer Pulser-receiver 34229-1607 50 1000 OTT
Branson USD 15
33888-857 33 220 PE




3.3 Linear ultrasonics: conventional methods
The average amplitudes of the A-scan waveforms acquired from each technique
were plotted against estimated bond strength featuring x error bars using the
associated standard deviation in bond strength measurements listed in Table 3.1.
Concerning the signal amplitudes collected with OTT and PE over the bond area,
the calculated standard error on the mean was found to be negligible (0.1 dB or
less) and was therefore not plotted. It should be noted that the average of an
image is only one. Contributions to uncertainties also include: diffraction effects
linked with change of velocity in or thickness of the material, curvature of the
steel plate, variation of the reflection across the glass plate (in the case of DTT)
and the presence of water in the adhesive. All those contributions to uncertainties
could be combined to give overall uncertainties in ultrasonic measurements but
this exercise was not completed here. It should also be noted that with immersion
testing, water ingress could actually change not only the ultrasonic parameters
measured but also the bond strength.
3.3.1 Double through-transmission scans
OTT scans were performed in order to determine the performance of
conventional ultrasonic methods, which if they are adequate and sufficient,
would remove the need to develop more advanced methods. Two scans, one with
high gain and the other with low gain, were performed on each of the specimens,
which were supported 25 mm above a glass reflector plate immersed in the
scanning tank. Initially the transducer was normalised to the glass reflector plate
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and positioned at the focal distance from the glass plate by maximising the front
wall echo. The 10 MHz transducer was scanned over the bond areas of the
specimens at 0.5 mm steps. The transducers and electronic equipment used are as
listed in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4.
The results of those OTT scans are C-scans which were generated from the A-
scan amplitudes, representing the amount of ultrasound reflected from the glass
plate that comes back to the transducer. Full waveform data was not captured.
A selection of two scan results, comprising a pristine and a contaminated sample,
is shown in Figure 3.6. They show the amplitude of the ultrasonic signal
reflected from the glass reflector plate that lies 25 mm under the specimens.
Oh.l.nce (mm)
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Figure 3.6.
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Example of DTT C-scans of lap joint bond specimens from Set A - a)
pristine specimen (100% bond strength) and b) 25% screen-application
adhesive (46% bond strength).
Darker areas represent higher amplitude signals hence good bond adhesion.
Degradation of the adhesive joint is therefore visible as lighter (yellow-white)
colours in the scan. The amplitudes measured over the bond area were averaged
and plotted in Figure 3.7. The figure also includes a linear trend-line for
comparison using a correlation coefficient. Both datasets A and B were
combined to double the number of data points, thus improving both the fit and
the correlation coefficient.
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Figure 3.7. Summary of 10 MHz OTT amplitude measurements and linear line of best
fit to logarithmic amplitude, with a correlation coefficient R of 0.79
Figure 3.7 shows that, for both sets of specimens combined, the logarithmic
signal amplitude from OTT scans of contaminated specimens varies linearly with
bond strength where a correlation coefficient ofO.79 was found.
There is, however, a step difference for the baking-powder specimens whose
measured amplitudes are significantly lower than those of the other specimens.
Also, it was noted, when incorporating the failure modes for each specimen type,
that the different contamination methods affected bond strength in different
ways. The results were therefore re-plotted (Figure 3.8), separating the
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Figure 3.8. Summary of 10 MHz DTT amplitude measurements and linear line of best
fit to logarithmic amplitude for specimens divided by failure modes with a
correlation coefficient R of 0.91 for adhesive failure, of 0.96 for mixed
adhesive and cohesive failure, and of 0.97 for cohesive failure
From the higher correlation coefficients found in Figure 3.8, it is confirmed that
the averaged logarithmic signal amplitudes have a stronger linear trend with
respect to bond strength when separated into failure modes. It should however be
noted that the specimens with adhesive failure where kissing bonds might be
present have the lowest correlation coefficient.
In terms of predicting bond strength from measurements of DTT amplitude, it is
essential that the contaminant type and thence the failure mode are determined
first, so that the correct prediction can be made. Other ultrasonic methods are
therefore necessary for differentiating between different types of contaminated
weak bonds.
3.3.2 Pulse-echo scans
Further scans on the samples were performed using the full-waveform capture
PE technique and measurements of the signal amplitude were made. A 10 MHz
transducer with 3-inch focal length in water (Table 3.3) was used. The drive
electronics are listed in Table 3.4. All scans were performed with a 0.5 mm scan
pitch. As before, the scans were acquired with the contaminated bond surface on
the near ide (side I). Therefore the two first signals obtained on the A-scans
were the front-wall echo (FWE) from the top plate and the reflection from the
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interface with the contaminant side of the adhesive (weak bond interface) as
shown in Figure 3.10.
The amplitude of the back wall echo (BWE) of side 1 was examined but better
correlation with bond strength was obtained when comparing with multiple









Figure 3.9. Sketch of the signal reflected from the top adherend layer
Figure 3.10. Example time-domain signal for PE at 10M Hz. Note that the front-wall echo
has aturated the digitiser at +/- 1 V.
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In effect, a reverberation multiple increases the sensitivity and the 4th multiple
enhances any interfacial effects by raising it to the 5th power. The higher the
multiple, the higher the power however the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) will
reduce, along with the introduction of interferences from multiple reverberations
in the adhesive. Collectively these raise the challenge to quantitatively measure
the signal amplitudes.
Amplitudes of the 4th multiple reverberation of side 1 (orange gate In Figure
3.10) were plotted on C-scans as shown in Figure 3.11.
Distance (mm)
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Figure 3.11. Example of PE C-scans of lap joint bond specimens from Set A - a) pristine
specimen (100% bond strength) and b) 25% screen-application adhesive
(46% bond strength)
A disbonded interface has a larger impedance mismatch (steel-to-air) than a well-
bonded interface (steel-to-adhesive) so it is expected that as bond strength
decreases, signal amplitude will increase in the reverberations. Well-bonded
areas are therefore visible as lighter colours in the scan and weak-bonded areas
as darker colours. These amplitudes were averaged over the full bond area and
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Figure 3.12. Summary of PE amplitude measurements at 10MHz - peak amplitude of 4th
multiple reverberation from the weak interface with a correlation coefficient
R of -0.3
It can be seen in Figure 3.12 that with a correlation coefficient R of only -0.3, no
statistically significant linear correlation can be found between the logarithm ic
PE amplitude of the 4th multiple reverberation and the bond strength. The
correlation coefficient R is negative because as the bond line gets weaker, the
amplitude of the 4th reverberation increases. Note that the trend is inversed
compared with orr measurements where the amplitudes measured refer to the
amount of ultrasound passing through the specimen.
The specimens have once again been categorised according to their failure mode
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Figure 3.13. Summary of PE normalised 4th multiple reverberation amplitude
measurements at 10 MHz with the specimens separated into type offailure
As seen in Figure 3.13, this categorisation is useful for adhesive or cohesive
failure specimens with improved correlation coefficients of -0.74 and -0.68
respectively but there is no significant correlation for baking powder specimens
that correspond to a mix of adhesive and cohesive failure. PE measurements are
therefore sensitive to the type of contaminant used and give less significant, if
any, correlations between signal amplitude and bond strength compared with
OTT measurements.
3.3.3 Summary
Correlation coefficients R obtained with both conventional techniques (OTT and
PE) are summari ed in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5. Correlation coefficients R required for statistical significance at the 5% level
(one-tailed test) 11331 and those obtained for linear ultrasonic techniques (DTT and PE) _
in green: R is statistically significant, in red: R is not statistically significant
Number of data Correlation coefficient R
points N
Min DTT PE
All specimens 20 ± 0.38 0.79 -0.3
Adhesive failure 12 ± 0.5 0.91 -0.74
Adhesive/cohesive failure 8 ± 0.62 0.96 -0.68
Cohesive failure 4 N/A 0.97 -0.05
As seen in Table 3.5, all correlation coefficients obtained with OTT are
statistically significant. However, PE measurements with ultrasonic compression
waves analysed in the time domain were not suitable for assessing bond strength
if the type of contamination used for the specimens was unknown. It was
therefore necessary to investigate other ultrasonic methods for differentiating
between different types of contaminated weak bonds. More advanced ultrasonic
methods such as shear waves or frequency-domain data processing will be
considered in the next section.
3.4 Linear ultrasonics: advanced methods
3.4.1 Ultrasonic spectroscopy (UltraSpec™)
A 5 MHz dual-crystal (pitch-catch) plane wave transducer with a 5 MHz
bandwidth was used for single-sided contact point measurements. One
measurement was taken for each specimen over the bonded area, tram which the
frequency spectrum was calculated by UltraSpec TM. Spectra obtained for Set A
specimen are plotted in Figure 3.14a. Also shown in Figure 3.14b is the
modelled tran mi ion response of a lap-joint with two 1.5 mm steel adherends
and a 0.4 mm adhe ive layer containing various volume-tractions of porosity.
The model i a imple normal-incidence compression-wave analytical model for
multiple i otropic layer and is described in Appendix A. The model calculates
the comple tran mi ion and reflection coefficients for each successive layer of
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material. This yields the impulse response of the entire layered structure which is
then convolved with a transducer pulse to produce the final simulated ultrasonic
response. To simulate different bond strengths, porosity was added to the
adhesive layer using an equivalent-medium mixture rule for spherical inclusions





Figure 3.14. UltraSpec™ frequency spectra of the output signal for each steel bonded
specimen of Set A (top), and the modelled response of such a structure,
representing bond weakening by introducing porosity into the adhesive layer
(bottom)
The modelled resonant frequency appeared to differ from experiment, which may
be attributed to the actual adhesive having different density and stiffness to those
assumed in the model. The modelled responses are shown merely to demonstrate
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that the experimental results are close to what would be expected if the
impedance of the adhesive is changing as the bond weakens.
Expanded versions of experimental results for both sets as well as theoretical
results of Figure 3.14 are shown in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.1 S. lose-up of the output frequency spectrum for Set A (top-left) and 8 (top-
right). Also shown (bottom) is the expanded version oftbe modelled response
as the level of porosity in the adhesive layer is changed. For better clarity,
curves have been offset downwards in order of decreasing bond strength (or
increasing porosity).
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It should be noted that in Figure 3.15, the Set A results show different amplitudes
to those of Set B due to a higher transmission voltage drive for the latter.
For Set B, there is a double peak for the pristine specimen (100% bond strength)
which also appears for specimens from 88% down to 58% bond strength. The dip
between the two peaks then decreases and only one main peak appears for
specimens with bond strength lower than 31%. This splitting and merging
behaviour of resonances may be a general characteristic of the difference in mass
loading on the adherend as the bond strength changes, but many more specimens
would be required to confirm this. The trend is similar for Set A with the
exception that peak splitting is not observed for the pristine specimen.
The model shown in Figure 3.15 shows that the resonance is split for a good
bond but the resonance peaks merge as the impedance of the adhesive decreases
due to porosity, simulating a weak bond. Set B illustrates this in the experimental
results but it is not clear why the pristine Set A specimen does not show a split
peak.
In effect, the resonant behaviour in the spectrum (Le. the frequency difference
between the peaks) gives an indication of the impedance mismatch between the
layers. If there is no mechanical bond between two layers, even if they are
"kissing" and have good mechanical contact, there is likely to be a higher
impedance mismatch than when there is a good mechanical bond. The sensitivity
of UltraSpec™ to impedance mismatch was found to be sufficiently high to
detect such a disband in previous work [72]. However, more comparative data is
needed as well as further research with the UltraSpec™ system to correlate
resonance data to bond strength.
3.4.2 Shear wave resonance
Responses of the lap-joint bond specimen were first modelled in Figure 3.16
when using a I0 MHz transducer in PE mode, for both longitudinal and shear
wave modes (mode conversion not included), considering the beam of a focused





























































Figure 3.16. Modelled pulse-echo spectra from a 10 MHz centre-frequency Q = 1.5
transducer propagating through water and then a) and c) 1.5 mm thick steel
plate - b) and d) 0.4 mm adhesive layer between two 1.5 mm thick steel
adherends
The same layer model as used in the previous section determined the normal-
incidence frequency response of the component using a transfer-matrix approach
and convolved this with a typical transducer response. The modelling showed
that at 12.8 MHz longitudinal and shear resonance frequencies coincide. The
subsequent damping and shift in shear-wave resonant frequency could thus
potentially be used to determine the modulus of the adhesive layer.
The specimens were scanned in pulse-echo mode with a 10 MHz focused
transducer directed normally to the surfaces. A frequency-layered analysis was
then carried out using ANDSCAN® (Figure 3.17) to determine in each layer the
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Figure 3.17. Amplitude of the frequency spectrum (top-right) at 12.8 MHz shown as C-
scans of the bonded area for a set of specimens from 10 to 100% bond
strength (centre, from top to bottom) with, to the left of it, a cross-sectional
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Figure 3.1S. Average (over bond area) amplitude at 12.S MHz for Set A with correlation
coefficient R of -0.27 (top left) and at 14.S MHz for Set B with R of -0.38
(bottom left). On the right the same data points are plotted with a colour
code corresponding to failure mode.
Figure 3.18 shows the averaged amplitude at a particular resonant frequency as a
function of bond strength, for Sets A and B. The amplitudes were obtained at
12.8 MHz for Set A; in the case of Set B, a stronger resonance was observed at
14.8 MHz. As a result, there is an observed reduction of approximately 12 dB in
the frequency amplitudes for Set B, leading to a reduced signal-to-noise ratio.
Linear lines of best fit are shown and the correlation coefficients do not reach the
criterion for statistical significance at 5% level which is -0.55 for ten data points.




The objective of the oblique incidence technique described in Chapter 2 is to
measure the shear-shear reflections from the near surface of the adhesive as only
shear waves are produced. This technique is potentially more sensitive to
interfacial properties as the shear reflection coefficient showed a substantially
larger sensitivity to bond imperfections compared with the compression
reflection coefficient [78].
The scan obtained used transmit and receive angles e of 15° and a matched pair
of 25 MHz transducers as illustrated in Figure 3.19. The water path of the signal
was first chosen to be the last axial maximum (168 mm), calculated by the near
field distance N = D2 fa where D is the probe diameter, fa is the fundamental
4c
frequency and c is the sound velocity in water, but was then reduced substantially





Figure 3.19. Setup for the oblique incidence measurements
Images of the bonded area are obtained by monitoring the amplitude changes of
the shear- hear signal reflected from the rear of the top adherend i.e. at the
interface between the steel plate (side I) and the adhesive.
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An example of two scans is shown in Figure 3.20. Degradation of the adhesive
joint is visible as lighter (yellow-white) colours in the scan, and well-bonded































Figure 3.20. Example of the oblique incidence scan for two specimens - a) pristine
specimen (100% bond strength) and b) 25% screen-application adhesive
(46% bond strength)
When plotting the signal amplitude averaged over the bonded area for the last
axial maximum and for the minimised water path in Figure 3.21, no significant
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Figure 3.21. Summary of oblique incidence amplitude measurements at 25 MHz at the
last axial maximum and the water path minimised with correlation
coefficients, R of -0.13 and -0.21 respectively
Other amplitudes were therefore plotted to see whether any correlation with bond
strength could be found. The three reflections SI, S2 and S3 seen in the received






Figure 3.22. Sketch of the first three shear wave paths
Their amplitudes with respect to the input signal amplitude Aap are
S, = Aaptwsrsaltsw,S2 = Aaptwstsalrasltasltswand S3 = Aaptwstsalr2as>rasltasltswwhere 'w',
's' and 'a' stand for water, steel and adhesive respectively, t12= 2Z21 (Z, + Z2)
and r'2 = (Z2 - Z,) 1 (Z2 + Z,) are the transmission and reflection coefficients from
material I to material 2, and Z is the acoustic impedance. They were divided with
one another in the following way: S21 S, = tsaitaslras>1 rsal and S21 S3 = 1 1 raSlraS1,
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Figure 3.23. Ratios of signal amplitudes for oblique incidence at 25 MHz at the last axial
maximum for Set A - (a) S2/S. with correlation coefficients, R of -0.43, and
(b) S2/S3with R of 0.24
With the assumption that the weakened bond is characterised by a lower bulk
modulus of the adhesive near the steel-adhesive interface" 1" and therefore a
lower acoustic impedance, the transmission coefficients tsal and tasl are expected
to be reduced, whereas the reflections coefficients rsal and raSI should increase
while the reflection coefficient from interface "2", ras" remains unaffected. It is
therefore expected that both ratios S2 1 S, and S21 S3 will decrease with weaker
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bond strength. Figure 3.23b shows that S2 / S3 is indeed decreasing with reducing
bond strength. although with no significant correlation coefficient.
3.4.4 Summary
Advanced linear ultrasonic methods were investigated for differentiating between
different types of contaminated weak bonds but no correlation could either be
quantified or found with UltraSpec™, shear wave resonance or oblique incidence
techniques.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, ultrasonic measurements were carried out on adhesive bond
specimens. The only linear technique amongst OTT, PE, ultrasonic spectroscopy.
shear wave resonance and oblique incidence that showed significant correlation
between measured output signal amplitudes and bond strength was OTT. It was
however noted that for adhesive failure specimens, the decrease in amplitude
could be due to increasing contaminant thickness rather than the presence of
kissing bonds.
The harmonics generation technique. which is based on nonlinear ultrasonics.
was therefore investigated to see whether additional information could be
obtained at the bond line.
In the next chapter, theoretical background on nonlinear ultrasonic wave
propagation is given along with the definition of common nonlinear parameters
that quantify the level of nonlinearity of a system. Then, the results obtained
when carrying out nonlinear ultrasonic testing in through-transmission on the





In the previous chapter, linear ultrasonic techniques including double through-
transmission (DTT), pulse-echo (PE), ultrasonic spectroscopy, shear wave
resonance and oblique incidence were carried out on contaminated lap-joint bond
specimens. A correlation between measured signal amplitude and bond strength
could only be found when using DTT. However, this technique showed to be
sensitive to the type of contaminant used and for adhesive failure specimens, the
decrease in signal amplitude could have been due to increasing contaminant
thickness rather than the presence of kissing bonds. It was therefore appropriate
to investigate a nonlinear ultrasonic technique to see whether additional
information could be obtained at the bond line. In this chapter, theoretical
background on nonlinear ultrasonic wave propagation is given and the harmonics
generation technique is carried out on the contaminated lap-joint bond
specimens.
Ultrasonic testing involves sending high frequency sound energy in a structure to
detect flaws. For systems that are considered linear, scattering from defects is
detected and changes in speed of sound or attenuation are measured. Nonlinear
ultrasonic involves different measurements such as harmonic generation where
nonlinearities present in bulk materials or in the defect area for example, distort
the single-frequency input signal resulting in the generation of harmonics. These
non-zero amplitudes at integer multiples of the fundamental frequency can be
calculated by solving the nonlinear ultrasonic wave equation.
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4.2 Nonlinear ultrasonic wave equation
The derivation of the nonlinear ultrasonic wave equation can be found in
numerous works ([ 17][87][ 134][ 135]), and here the standard approach described
by Meurer in [102] is followed.
The relationship between stress (J and strain e can be given for a unit volume by






where U is the elastic strain energy, C's are the elastic coefficients and each of
the indices taking on values from I to 3 corresponding to the x, y and z-axis.
The first two terms on the right of equation (4-2) can be set to zero, Uo because it
is an arbitrary reference energy and ay because the expansion is carried out about
a state of zero stress i.e. zero strain must give zero stress. Hence, when deriving
equation (4-2), equation (4-1) becomes, in the linear case, Hooke's law:
(4-3)
and when keeping one term of higher order:
(4-4)
where CijM and Cij4/mn are the second- and third-order elastic coefficients. They
are so called second- and third-order because they are the second and third
derivatives of U with respect to the c;/s; however they represent a first- and
second-order effect in the stress-strain relation.
Pressure P is used here to represent the components of stress in this one-
dimensional (I-D) problem where equation (4-4) becomes:
(4-5)
where K2 and K} arc second- and third-order elastic constants. K2 = pe2 is the






Figure 4.1. Stress-strain curve for a nonlinear material
Material damping introduces an extra pressure term associated with strain rate.
With a viscous damping assumption, equation (4-5) becomes:
(4-6)
where t5 is the damping coefficient.
Assum ing small strains, we have e = au and (4-6) can be written as:ax
P=K au +_!_(3K +K {au)2 +6~(au)
2 ax 2 2 3,\ ax at ax (4-7)
If we consider an infinitely small element, dx, that has mass pAdx where A is the
cross-sectional area, the forces acting on either end of it are F(x) acting to the left







Figure 4.2. Particle di placement in an elastic bar for a 1-0 ultrasonic wave
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The net force to the right is therefore:
dF dF
F(x +dx)- F(x) = F(x) + -dx - F(x) =-dx
dx dx
(4-8)
Newton's second law of motion is applied to the infinitely small element dx,
taking into account an externally applied force per unit volume Fexlx,t):
(4-9)
The previous expression can be simplified by dividing it by dx:
(4-10)
To express the acoustic pressure described by equation (4-7) as a force, it is
multiplied by the area A as F = AP :
[ ou 1 (OU)2 a (au))F=A K2-+-(3K2 +K3 - +0--ax 2 ax at ax
The previous equation is differentiated with respect to x:
(4-11)
(4-12)
Equating (4-10) and (4-12) gives the nonlinear wave equation:
(4-13)
4.3 Nonlinear ratios and nonlinear parameter p
4.3.1 Nonlinear parameter P in terms of material constants
For longitudinal waves in isotropic metals, the nonlinear parameter p gives a
measurement of the material bulk nonlinearity and is defined as a function of
second and third order elastic constants K2 and K3 respectively as follows:
/3= (4-14)
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The nonlinear equation can therefore be written for longitudinal waves in
isotropic metals as:
(4-15)
For an arbitrary fluid, the nonlinear parameter mentioned in literature is BfA
where A and B are coefficients in a Taylor series expansion of the isentropic
equation of state relating the material's pressure to its density [91]. BfA is the
direct equivalent of the nonlinear parameter p mentioned in equation (4-14) for
solids.
For ideal gases, BfA is replaced by ( )' - I ) where), is the ratio of specific heats
[136].
4.3.2 Nonlinear parameter P in terms of harmonic amplitudes
The solution for the nonlinear wave equation (4-13) can be found through use of
a perturbation technique ([ 137][86][87]). This is done by taking the solution to
the linear wave equation and adding a small term that quantifies the deviation
from the linear problem. This approximate solution is then substituted back into
the nonlinear wave equation to find that small term. When the external force
applied to the first element (at the structure boundary) Fext= APext where Pext is
the acoustic pressure, is a sinusoidal wave, the approximate solution to the
nonlinear wave equation is:
where k is the wavenumber, x is the propagation distance, Ao is the direct current
(DC) amplitude, AI is the amplitude of the centre frequency output signal and An
(n> 1) is the amplitude of the nth harmonic in the frequency spectrum.
In other words, when a sinusoidal wave of amplitude Aap and fundamental
frequency 10 = kc 12K is sent into a linear medium, the output is a sinusoidal
wave of amplitude A I and frequency 10. If the medium is nonlinear, then
sinusoidal waves of amplitude An of nlo frequency where n > I called higher
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harmonics are generated in the output. Higher harmonics can be seen in the














Figure 4.3. Amplitudes A .. Az and AJ in input and output frequency spectra
From the amplitude of the second harmonic A2 in equation (4-16), the nonlinear
parameter p can be expressed for undamped materials as:
(4-17)
which involves the calculation of the nonlinear ratio <I> (Appendix B):
(4-18)
In some cases, when higher harmonics such as the third harmonic are of interest,








where A I, A2, •.., An are the amplitudes of the fundamental frequency, second, ... ,
nth harmonics respectively in the frequency spectrum of the received signal.
The ratio K is called the distortion factor and gives the overall nonlinear content
of the signal. A higher nonlinear ratio is an indication of higher nonlinearity.
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The technique that involves the measurement of such nonlinear parameters and
ratios is called the harmonic generation technique.
4.4 Nonlinear ultrasonic technique
For nonlinear measurements, the assumption is that an imperfect interface such
as a kissing bond might introduce contact nonlinearity due to intermittent contact
('clapping') or frictional forces. Such nonlinear coupling would be expected to
convert incident ultrasonic energy into harmonics of the exciting frequency, both
in transmission and reflection. The idea is therefore to examine harmonics in the
output frequency spectrum.
The nonlinear high-frequency transmission technique (NHFTT) [7] was used for
these nonlinear measurements carried out on the contaminated adhesive joints






Figure 4.4. Schematic of the set-up for nonlinear measurements
An undamped piezoelectric disc (pz26) was bonded using cyanoacrylate (i.e.
"Super Glue") on one end of the specimen. The piezoelectric disc was driven by
a IS-cycle tone-burst signal which was generated using an arbitrary function
generator (AFG), and power amplified to 80V amplitude (zero to peak). The
signal on the other side of the specimen was passed through a 30 mm thick steel
block to create a delay and minimise crosstalk. Crosstalk is an electrical effect
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where the signal leaks across between neighbouring wires. By adding a delay, the
received signal could easily be separated from the electrical crosstalk appearing
earlier in the time-domain signal. It was then received by a damped 5 MHz
ultrasonic transducer before being amplified and digitised. The frequency
spectrum of the transmitted signal was calculated for each specimen and plotted
as seen in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. Example of output frequency spectrum (68% bond strength specimen). AI,
A2 and A3 are the amplitudes of the fundamental, second and third
harmonics respectively.
The amplitudes A I, A2 and A3 of the fundamental frequency, second and third
harmonics respectively as shown in Figure 4.5 were measured and nonlinear
ratios calculated. Across all twenty specimens no significant linear correlation
could be found between nonlinear ratios and bond strength. In effect, there was
no assurance that kissing bonds were present in any of the specimens. Also, for
specimens in which the contaminant or the adhesive was applied with a screen, a
single point measurement per bonded area is not representative of the whole area
as it might be taken over a pristine, disbonded or contaminated area. Therefore,
nonlinear ratios only for adhesive failure specimens where no screen was used
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Figure 4.6. Nonlinear ratio for the full coverage specimens only, plotted against their
measured mechanical bond strength, with a correlation coefficient of -0.94
A significant linear correlation between nonlinear ratio and bond strength was
found with a correlation coefficient of -0.94 where the weaker the bond, the
stronger the nonlinear ratio. As these specimens were providing for adhesive
failure, this suggests that nonlinear ultrasonics might be able to detect the
presence of kissing bonds.
It should however be noted that these measurements were limited to single point
measurements. Also, it would not be practical for an inspection technique to have
a piezoelectric disc glued to the specimen but the implications of using a
transmitting transducer are not yet known considering that nonlinearities would
not only occur at the bond interface. Other sources of nonlinearities include
contributions from the electronic equipment, transducers, coupling medium, and
material itself. The side lobes which are generated by the signal post-processing
technique can also interfere on the second harmonic nonlinearity.
In order to establish the prospects of this nonlinear technique in the context of
adhesive joints, it was therefore necessary firstly to be able to simulate the
respon e of multilayer structures, incorporating kissing bonds, to nonlinear
ultrasonics. uch a model should also incorporate other sources of nonlinearity
which may ari e from the measurement equipment used and also the material
itself. A finite element model approach was developed, providing the facility to
accommodate and incorporate nonlinearities from various sources. The model is
expected to provide insights on the measurement scenario from which optimum
measurement methodologies and appropriate signal processing procedures could
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be derived and combined to produce a tractable technique for quantitative
measurement of kissing bonds, and thence bond strength.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, theoretical background for nonlinear ultrasonics was given and
nonlinear parameters and ratios were defined. The nonlinear ultrasonic technique
was carried out on contaminated adhesive joints. Nonlinear ultrasonics showed
promising results when testing such specimens, with even slightly stronger
correlation between measured nonlinear ratio and bond strength than the
correlations obtained in the previous chapter with linear ultrasonics.
In the following chapter, a one dimensional finite element model is developed to
simulate nonlinear wave propagation in multilayer structures.
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Chapter 5
Theoreticalformulation of a one-
dimensional finite element model
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, theoretical background for nonlinear ultrasonics was
given and nonlinear parameters and ratios were defined. Nonlinear ultrasonic
measurements were carried out on contam inated adhesive joints and showed
promising results. In order to establish the prospects of this nonlinear technique
in the context of adhesive joints, a time-domain finite element (FE) type model
of one-dimensional (I-D) nonlinear wave propagation is developed in this
chapter. This is to deliver a generalised 1-0 model which provides a capability to
quantitatively determine the detectability of defect-induced nonlinear effects.
5.2 An approximate discrete formulation of the nonlinear
wave equation
The following FE model is a 1-0 discretisation of the continuum into line
elements of length M, uniform cross-sectional area A and the bulk modulus K2.
Nodes are located at each end of the line element, and each node has a
displacement u in the x-direction. The vector U = [uk,uk+dT gives the
displacements associated with the kth node and its neighbouring node in the FE
model.
Figure 5.1. Schematic of In element of mass m where the spring has stiffness K and the
dash pot has damping IS
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The shape function that describes the displacements anywhere in the element can
be written as follows:




where N, =-(Ax-x) and Nk+1 =-x.Ax Ax
For small displacements, strain e can be obtained by differentiating (5-1) with
respect to x:
6 = dU(x) = Uhi - Uk = _I [_I
dx Ax Ax
(5-2)
where B = _1_[_1 1] is the dimension vector.
Ax
The strain variation ~£ compatible with the displacement variation ~u and its
rate dE: can therefore be written as follows:
dE = Bdu and dE:= Bdu (5-3)
The change in stress is:
(5-4)
where "f = K 2 +.! (3K 2 +K 3)E, K2 and K3 are the second- and third-order elastic
2
constants, and ~ is the damping coefficient.
Each element is subjected to nodal forces resulting in stresses (J and small nodal
displacements du and strains de. Applying the principle of dynamic virtual work,
the work done within an element is equal to the external work done by the forces
applied at its nodes.
Within an element, the total work done by the internal forces comprises work
done by inertial forces as well as strain energy:
(5-5)
where p is the density and V is the element volume.
The external work is the work done by the forces F at the nodes:
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(5-6)
Equating internal and external work:
~UT {~JPNTNiidV + InT(Y&+8e)dv} = ~uT.F
(~JpNTNdV)ii+ JBTY&dV+ JBT8edV=F
(~JpNrNdV )ii+{JBTYBdV)u+{JBT8BdV)U=F
(~ Jp NT NdV ) ii+ (J BT8B dV )U...
... +( JBT( K2 + ~ (3K2 +K3)& )BdV) u = F
(~ JpNTNdV ) ii + {J BT bBdV )U ...
... +( J Br K2BdV + JBT ~(3K2 + K3)B&dV) u = F
(5-7)
The discretised form of equation (5-7) gives the equilibrium equation for each
element:
{MYii + {oyu + ({Kt.}' + {KNt. (uW)u = F (5-8)
where the element mass matrix {M}e is the integral expression:
{MY =.!.IpNTNdV = PAAt[1 0]
2 . 2 0 I (5-9)
The element damping matrix {Ole is the integral expression:
{oy = [8B' BdV = 8_1 [-1]_1 [-1 I]AAt = M [1 -11] (5-10)
I' At 1 At At -1





The element nonlinear stiffness matrix {KNde is the integral expression:
{KNIJ = fB7~(3K2 +K3)BEdV
v
I [-1]1 1=- -(3K +K )-[-1
& I 2 2 3 &
= 3K2 + K3 _:i_[ 1 - 1]1:
2 & -I 1 (5-12)
The element matrices are then put into place in the global matrix equation by
adding each element of the structure:
Mu +Du + (K +KNL (u))u = Fex, (5-13)
where M, D, K and KNL(U) are the mass, damping, stiffness and nonlinear
stiffness matrices respectively, and U is the displacement vector with its
. d d " . h . (.. a2u d r au )associate envatives WIt respect to time u = --2 an u = - .at at
As an example for setting the matrices, a two-layer I-D structure made of





Material I Material 2
Figure 5.2. chematic of the mechanical elements for a two-layer structure
All diagonal terms are positive and are directly attached to the corresponding
nodes. Furthermore, all non-diagonal terms are negative and symmetric. They are
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symmetric since they are attached to two elements and the effects are the same in
these two elements (a condition known as Maxwell's Reciprocity Theorem).
They are negative due to the relative displacements/velocities of the two attached
nodes.
Matrices written for each element give the masses, stiffnesses and damping for
the pair of nodes due to the line element between them:
[
rn,
{MY = ~ -is,]is,
where i is the element's material.
These element matrices are then combined by adding the mass, stiffness and































Taking into account inherent material nonlinearity (KNLI and KNL2), the nonlinear
stiffness matrix KNL is defined as follows:
KNL =
KN1.1 - KN1.1
- KN1.1 2KN/I - KN1.1





- KN1, I KN1, I + KNI,2 - KNL2
-KN1,2 2KNL2 -KNL2
- KNL2 - KNL2
- KNL2 2KN1,2 - KNI.2
- KN1,2 KN1.2
(5-17)
If material i is linear, then KN1,1 = O.
The main values used in the four diagonal and tridiagonal matrices are as
follows:
where a is the attenuation coefficient, fo is the fundamental frequency, Z is the
acoustic impedance and k is the wavenumber.
The second-order elastic constant K2 is the bulk modulus of the material:
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(5-18)
where c is the sound velocity in this material.
Values for the third-order elastic constant can either be found in the literature or
3K +K
deduced from known values for p e.g. f3 = - 2 3 for longitudinal waves in
K2
an isotropic solid.
The equilibrium equation for each node is contained in the whole model. The
nodal force (resulting from element displacement) must be equal and opposite to
the externally applied force Fex,:
F"
(5-19)
5.3 The computational algorithm
The finite difference time discretisation of the second and first derivatives of
displacement with respect to time in (5-13) is accomplished by central and
backward difference approximations respectively:
(5-20)
(5-21)
where ii, and u, are the approximations for the second and first time derivatives
of u, M is the time step, and U'+N' U,. U,-N are values of displacements at the
three consecutive time instants I + M. I and I -I!..t .
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Replacing ii and u by (5-20) and (5-21) in (5-13) as well as keeping only u,+~
on the left hand side of the equation to get the displacement at time t + !:!J, the
following algorithm is obtained:
..,"',...... damping.
(5-22)
It should be noted that the gradient values ou in the nonlinear matrix KNdu,) areox
calculated in each time step.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, the I -D FE model was developed by dividing the continuum into
line elements, finding their equilibrium equation, adding their contributions to
form global matrices and deriving the time-domain computational algorithm.
This specific implementation was coded in Matlab by the author.
It should be noted that the I-D model is sufficient for understanding the
nonlinear phenomenon but is limited to modelling compression waves.
Extending it to two-dimensions (2-D) would enable shear waves to be modelled
as well and would therefore enable mode conversion to be taken into account.
With a 2-D model. oblique-incidence methods could be simulated.




Validation of the one-dimensional
finite element model
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the theoretical formulation of the one-dimensional (I-D)
finite element (FE) model was given by developing the algorithm that simulates
ultrasonic nonlinear wave propagation.
In this chapter, the model is first validated in the linear regime against
experimental data and verified against an input impedance model. Material
nonlinearity is then introduced and the model is validated for nonlinear wave
propagation by recovering the specified material nonlinearity parameter f3 from
the model output. Subtleties such as the scalings that must be performed are
explained.
6.2 Validation for linear wave propagation
In this section, the time-domain FE type model of 1-0 wave propagation IS
benchmarked against an input impedance model in order to validate it for linear
ultrasonic wave propagation.
Acoustic wave propagation is studied by means of an input impedance approach,
analogous to transm ission line theory [140] and its derivation can be found in
Appendix A. The model yields results that are mathematically identical to those
obtained using the transfer matrix approach of Wilcox et al. [141], Thomson
[142], Haskell [143]. Pialucha [144], Challis et al. [50] and Mienczakowski et al.
[145] - they are all exact solutions to the 1-0 wave equation.
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6.2.1 Computational approach of input impedance model
The basic calculation procedure is executed in the frequency domain. For a
multi-layered structure, the impedance is calculated recursively looking into
successive layers, working back from the final interface numbered 1 towards the
transducer. The input impedance for the nth layer is:
(Z
I"-I)'Z A. )lIn) = I" +1" tan e, Z
In Z + 'Z(,,-I) t A. "
" 1 '" an ,!,,,
(6-1)
where for normal incidence tP" = k"d", k" is the wave number, d; is the layer
thickness and l", is defined as the acoustic impedance of the reflecting medium.
In principle. any input signal can be sent into the structure and is defined by the
user. It would however typically be tonebursts of some prescribed window shape
(e.g. Hanning, Gaussian) described by two parameters, centre frequency /0 and
quality factor Q which controls its frequency bandwidth. An arbitrary stand-ofT
delay is applied in order to minimise problems with wrap-around in time. The
multi-layered structure is specified in terms of the constituent materials and their
respective thicknesses. The number of points in the frequency-domain output
array, and hence the duration of the simulated time-domain waveform, is
determined by the time range and time step parameters, and these are again
specified by the user.
The impedance is calculated for each layer starting from the last layer,
incrementing towards the transducer, using equation (6-1).






where Pext is the externally input acoustic pressure.
Hence the displacement Uout in the frequency domain is:
U (OJ) = V"ut
"ut iOJ ' (6-3)
where (J) = 2;r/o is the circular frequency and ..fi = -1 .
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The inverse Fourier transform applied to the output displacement In the
frequency domain gives the output time-domain signal:
«;(/)= 2 Re {JU,N' (m )e'lIlJ dm) (6-4)
If the specimen is immersed in water, the reflection coefficient r is:
Z z(n)
... ",It(" - In
r = ( )
ZM'u'e, +Z,;
(6-5)
and the acoustic pressure PDuI is:
(6-6)
6.2.2 Validation of models against experimental data
The simulated pulse-echo (PE) response from an adhesive joint - similar to
those studied in Chapter 3 - was compared with the experimental A-scan for the










































Figure 6.1. Received PE response for an adhesive lap joint bond specimen (1.5 mm steel
plate with a 0.4 mm epoxy layer in between) at 10 MHz, from experiment
(top left) and from simulation (impedance model and FE model) (top right
and bottom left respectively)
The time interval between reverberations occurring in a layer of material when




where c i the peed of sound.
(6-7)
In the ea e of th adhesive lap-joint bond specimen of Chapter 3, the main
reverberation occur in the upper steel plate where dSleel = 1.5 mm and
CSleel = 5900 m/ , hence III = 0.5 J..Ls.This is indeed the time interval found
between r erberation in Figure 6.1.
The front wall echo occur at 128 J..LS- the time for the signal to travel in water
between the tran ducer and the specimen that are 9.6 cm apart, and the back wall
echo from the upper teel plate occurs 0.5 J..LSlater at 128.5 J..LS.The echo coming
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from the back of the adhesive layer where depoxy = 0.4 mm and cepoxy = 2900 m/s
can be seen at 128.8 us.
Subsequent reverberations In the epoxy layer are superimposed on the main
reverberations from the steel layer as seen in Figure 6.1.
It should be noted that in the simulations, a stand-off delay of 128 IlS was added
to the waveform in order to mimic the water stand-off in the experiments.
However, acoustical attenuation in the water layer was not taken into account as
for 9.6 em of water where attenuation is 2.3 x 10.14 Np/im.Hz"), it was less than
2 dB.
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Figure 6.2. Frequency spectra of received PE response for an adhesive lap joint bond
pecimen (1.5 mm steel plates with a 0.4 mm epoxy layer in between) at
10 MHz, from experiment (top left) and simulation (impedance model and
FE model) (top right and bottom left respectively)
In both e perimental and simulated data, the troughs occur at the same
frequ ncie (or ery clo e). With the exception of noise in the former (arising
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from equipment electronics), which was not modelled in the simulations, the
models are in good agreement with the experiment. The loss in amplitude of the
spectrum envelope obtained for the FE model might be an effect of poor
discretisation in frequency domain.
6.2.3 Verification of finite element model against input impedance
model
The simulated mechanical displacement for propagation through a single layer of
steel (5 mm thickness) immersed in water in PE mode is shown in Figure 6.3.
Displacement (urn) Displacement (urn)
i s]
II II 'I II
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figure 6.3. Simulated particle displacement for a 5 mm steel layer in water, using a
Gaussian pulse of 10 MHz frequency and Ius time delay as input, obtained
with (left) the impedance model and (right) the fE model
In PE mode, the time interval between reverberations in 5 mm of steel is 1.7 us,
which is the time interval found in Figure 6.3 for both models, giving confidence
that the implementation of the FE model is basically correct.
Also, with a IOns time step, reflected tonebursts have identical shapes for both
analytical and numerical models. It should however be noted that with
inappropriate time steps, distortion of later signals could be observed in the FE
model result and would be due to numerical dispersion as a consequence of
di creti ation. The velocity of waves is not exactly constant with frequency as it
should be, re ulting in a gradual accumulation of phase error the further the wave
propagate. Work described later will involve refining the mesh to insure this
error tay at an acceptable level in all cases. The impedance model, on the other
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hand, is an exact solution to the I-D wave equation that implicitly includes the
phase shift required for the boundary conditions at each interface to be satisfied.
The first signal is the displacement of the single wave propagating away from the
top surface into the steel when the force is applied. The signal associated with the
first reflection is twice the first signal amplitude because it is due to the
displacements of two waves - the one coming towards the measurement point
that has been reflected from the steel-water interface and the reflection of this
wave going away from the measurement point back into the steel.
The above results provide confidence that the FE model is equivalent to the input
impedance model in simulating linear ultrasonic wave propagation.
6.3 Challenges and subtleties in modelling nonlinear wave
propagation
In the previous section, the FE model was validated against the input impedance
model for linear wave propagation in time domain. In this section, the nonlinear
case is considered. In contrast to the linear case, there is no readily available
analytical model against which validation can be performed. Instead, validation
for nonlinear wave propagation will be assumed to have been achieved if the
specified material nonlinearity parameter p can be recovered from the model
output. To extract 13, the model output (a time-domain signal) will be processed
in the frequency domain in the same way as a signal obtained experimentally. In
order to be able to theoretically recover the absolute value of 13 (rather than a
relative 13 value) from such a signal. several scalings must be performed to
compensate for effects such as the finite length of the input toneburst. Specific
choices of parameters will also be made to optimise its accuracy.
6.3.1 Signal post-processing method
In the FE model. time 1= 0 corresponds to the start of the input signal. The
model output is a time-domain signal uou,(t) that represents particle displacement
at the other end of the specimen in the case of through-transmission (TT). A
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single layer of material with thickness d and sound velocity e is considered here
to describe how the model output was processed to extract fl.
First, a portion of the transmitted raw signal Uout (t) is cut for analysis at (slarl = die
and fend = die + Til' where Til' is the time window length that covers at least the
first transm itted toneburst:
(6-8)
where T'b is the toneburst duration and Tcllt is an additional duration to enable a
larger portion of the raw signal to be analysed.
TCUI is defined as a fraction of T,b:
(6-9)
where fcul ~ 0 is the cut factor as seen in Figure 6.4. The choice of CII will be
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Figure 6.4. Model output raw signal u(}uA.t) transmitted through 30 mm of aluminium at
5 MHz with examples of where it can be cut depending on the cut factor fcUl
Second, the cut ignal obtained lie (1) is multiplied by a window function wet)
who e choice will al 0 be discussed in a later section (7.8):
1IC11(1) = lie (f) W(f) (6-10)
Third, it i zer -padded up to nj points to provide the required resolution in the
frequenc pectrum. The re ulting signal lIe\ll: (t) containing the first transmitted
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Figure 6.5. Output signal containing only the first transmitted toneburst transmitted
through 30 mm of aluminium at 5 MHz
Fourth, the Fourier Transform of Ucw= (t) is calculated to convert the signal
between the time and frequency domains:
(6-11)
Only the fir t half of its absolute values is plotted in Figure 6.6 as the second half
of the pectrum corre ponds to negative frequency components and does not
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Frequenc pectrum of the transmitted toneburst plotted in Figure 6.5
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Finally, from this frequency spectrum, the fundamental frequency and 2nd
harmonic amplitudes, A ( and A2 respectively, are obtained and the nonlinear ratio
<l> can be calculated as <I> = A21 A (2.
As nonlinearities were generated by the input signal itself - this will be
explained in the next section - the absolute value for p could not be recovered
from one propagation distance only. The post-processing steps described above
needed therefore to be carried out for several propagation distances in the same
material. The correct absolute value for p could then be calculated for an input
toneburst of finite length and a slightly damped material using the gradient of
nonlinear ratio against propagation distance <I>lx:
(6-12)
where r; is the window ratio, rd is the damping factor, r, is the FFT scaling factor
and k is the wavenumber.
These scaling factors are necessary to recover the correct absolute value for p
and will be explained in more detail in the following sections.
6.3.2 Input signal
The input signal used for detecting nonlinearities in the output signal should
itself have a frequency spectrum with significantly lower amplitude at the
frequency of the harmonic of interest. In theory, a continuous sine wave would
be ideal as its frequency spectrum has precisely zero amplitude at all frequencies
other than the fundamental. Such an ideal signal can however not be used in PE
mode as this would mean receiving at the same time as transmitting, nor can it be
used in practice at the voltage levels required (about 100 Volts) without
damaging the equipment. The sine wave needs therefore to be windowed for a
toneburst to be sent instead. Several points need to be considered when doing so.
The FE model requires a finite duration signal. Some window functions like the
Gaussian window however only tend asymptotically to zero and will therefore be
truncated T'b 12 either side of their peak. This truncation is performed
symmetrically with respect to the ordinate to avoid problems with direct current
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(DC) offset. Such problems include a shifting effect with time that makes signal
processing difficult. In effect, if the input signal integral is not null, the nodes
will be pushed more in one direction than the other. This means that instead of
oscillating back and forth around their initial position, they will over time move
away from it. Finally, this truncation introduces sidelobes in the signal's
frequency spectrum.
To compare the level of sidelobes introduced in the frequency spectrum when
applying a window, seven types of windows were chosen. Their time-domain











Figure 6.7. Time-domain implementation of seven different windows: Rectangular
(yellow), Gaussian (magenta), Hamming (cyan), Tukey r = 0.25 (red),
Tukey r = 0.5 (green), Tukey r = 0.75 (blue) and Hanning (black)
A Rectangular window is equivalent to no window at all. Tukey windows are
cosine-tapered windows where r is the ratio of taper to constant sections and is
between 0 and I.
These different types of windows are compared in the frequency domain in
Figure 6.8 to find out which one has the lowest level of sidelobes and therefore
gives the mo t chance for harmonics in the output to be seen.
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Figure 6.8.
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Effect of windowing on size of sidelobes in the frequency spectrum of
inu oidal wave windowed with (a) Rectangular, (b) Gaussian (truncation
of the Gau sian window 97 dB relative to the peak), (c) Hamming, (d) Tukey
r = 0.25, (e) Tukey r = 0.5 and (I) Tukey r = 0.75 windows (red solid lines) in
compari on with the Hanning window (blue dotted line) for a 4 us toneburst
(20c cle at5MHz)and8192pts
Taking th amplitud A 1 and A2 in the frequency spectra of Figure 6.8, the
















Figure 6.9. onlinear ratios for the (I) Hanning, (2) Rectangular, (3) Gaussian, (4)
Hamming, (5) Tukey r = 0.25, (6) Tukey r = 0.5 and (7) Tukey r = 0.75
window
The lowe t Ie el of harmonics about 80 dB smaller than the fundamental
frequenc occur when windowing the sinusoidal wave with the Hanning
window (I) a een in Figure 6.9. This is therefore the best window to apply to
the input ignal in order to minimize its sidelobes interfering with the genuine
nonlinear effe t of intere t.
6.3.3 caling for windowed input signal
The theoretical nonlinear parameter fJ values found in literature are calculated
using equation (4-17) but this equation is only valid for a continuous sine wave,
not a tonebur t. n ther correction factor, the window ratio rw, needs therefore to
be calculated from the frequency spectrum of the window used in order to
recover the theor ti al value for the nonlinear parameter.
A een 10 hapter 4, when the external acoustic pressure Pext is a continuous
sinu oidal wa .fh approximate olution to the nonlinear wave equation is:
(4-16)( )
I 2 2
U x, ( = - f3 k AI X + AI
where Ao i the amplitude.
Howe er, \ hen applying a window w to the input continuous sinusoidal wave,





u2 {X, I) = A2 sin{- 2k{x - cl )Xw{x - CI)Y
(6-14)
(6-15)
The Fourier transform of a sine function with fundamental frequency 10 is:
j[sin{2JTfo/)] = }e_2!l1Ii(e2trif.,/ _~-2tr!f.'/ Jdl
_~ 21
= .!..; }[_ e-2tr,(r -.1(,)/ + e -2tri(f +/u)/ ] dt
2-«)
= .!..i[S(f + fo)-S(f - fo)]
2
(6-16)
where t5(h) is the delta function such that t5(h) = I if h = 0 and t5(h) = 0 otherwise.
So if the Fourier transforms of W(/) and (W(/»2 are WI(t) and W2(t) respectively,
then looking only at the positive frequency half, the Fourier transform of u(x,t)
is:
(6-17)
In other words, it is a peak at the fundamental frequency 10 of shape WI scaled by
A 1/2 and a peak at the harmonic frequency, 210, of shape W2 scaled by A2/2.
Therefore the peaks atlo and 210 in the frequency domain have amplitudes:
o AI ()AI =-WI 02
(6-.18)
(6-19)
and the theoretical nonlinear ratio is recovered by:
(6-20)
The correction term, called the window ratio 'lI" is based on the zero frequency






When II ing the Hanning window as recommended in section 6.3.2, the window
ratio rw will vary between 1.32 and 1.34 when changing the number of points per
wavelength, the number of cycles and the number of points in the signal.
6.3.4 ealing for damping
If attenuation i accounted for in the model, then the nonlinear parameter
obtained ha to b multiplied by a correction factor, the damping factor rd [147]:
(
<Xl (- 2ax ),,-1 J-1
rd = I I
" 1 n.
(6-22)
where a i the attenuation coefficient in Np/(m.Hz).
It wa found that for a lightly damped ultrasonic wave, adjusted nonlinear ratio
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Figure 6.10.
Distance (In)
onlinear ratio for a lightly damped ultrasonic wave travelling in
aluminium at 5 MHz
Damping fa t r Clr 17 = 50 a plotted in Figure 6.11 were therefore used to
adju t the utput n nlinear parameter found when taking into account material
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Figure 6.11. Damping factor for n = 50 for materials with different attenuation
coefficient
At 5 M z; aluminium ha a 3.35 Np/m attenuation coefficient [77] and the
damping factor varie from I to 1.8 for propagation distances up to 20 cm.
6.3.5 eating for Fa t Fourier Transform
When cal ulating th Fa t Fourier Transform (FFT) - the digital equivalent of
the Fourier tran f rm - of a time-domain signal using the Matlab function "fft",
the frequ ne pe trum obtained for a continuous sine wave of amplitude y is not
of the am amplitud y due to the choice of scaling coefficients used in the
Matlab implementation. Therefore, the frequency spectrum needs adjustment by
multipl ing it b the FFT caling factor r; For a continuous sine wave, the FFT
tv divided by the number of points in the signal. For a
caling factor becomes a function of time step and frequency
a well. It n to calculate the FFT scaling factor simply by
caling fa t r
taking the rati f the tim -d main ignal amplitude by its frequency spectrum
amplitud :




6.4 Validation for nonlinear wave propagation
To simulate nonlinear wave propagation, values of the nonlinear parameter fJ
found in the literature were added to the material data matrix for each material.
As seen in Chapt r 4, for longitudinal waves in isotropic metals, the nonlinear
parameter fJ i defined a a function of second- and third-order elastic constants
K2 and K3 re pecti el a follow :
{3= (4-14)
The third-order coefficient K3 used in the algorithm was therefore calculated
from fJ according to:
(6-24)
As mentioned previou ly, a way to validate the model for nonlinear wave
propagation i to e tract from the output the same nonlinear parameter fJ as the
one entered in the model.
To thi nd, the mod I wa run with a 5 MHz input signal for a 25 mm single
layer of aluminium. The element size was 43 ,.un, the time step was 4.8 ns and
the number f pint a 8192. The choice of these parameters will be explained
in the ne t chapter. Nonlinear ratios were calculated from the frequency spectra
of the model output ignal at propagation distances from 1 to 10 mm with 1 mm
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from the gradient of the curve in figure 6.12, the extracted nonlinear parameter
calculated using equation (6-12) was found to be 15.74 compared with a value of
16 entered in the model. The 1.6 % error is believed to be due to numerical
dispersion as a consequence of discretisation. The model was therefore deemed
to be validated for nonlinear wave propagation.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the fE model was validated and verified for linear wave
propagation against experimental data and an analytical model with an input
impedance approach based on transmission line theory respectively. for
nonlinear wave propagation, a few important points needed first to be addressed
such as input signal windowing, damping and Fourier transform functions. The
model could then be run and the output data was processed in the frequency
domain. The nonlinear parameter p was recovered which implied that the model
was basically correct.
In the following chapter, modelling rules and recommendations for TT are given.
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Chapter 7
Modelling rules for the one-
dimensional finite element model
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter. the finite element (FE) model was first validated in the
linear regime against experimental data and verified against an input impedance
model. Material nonlinearity was then introduced and the model was validated
for nonlinear wave propagation by recovering the specified material nonlinearity
parameter P from the model output. Subtleties such as the scalings that must be
performed were explained.
In this chapter. for the user to run the model for any structure (single or multi-
layered) at any driving frequency in through-transmission (TT). modelling rules
are set by generalised equations with dimensionless factors. Recommendations
on the choice of factors are then given accordingly.
7.2 Element size and time step
In the author's implementation of the FE model in Matlab, each point
corresponds to a node as drawn in Figure 7.1. The element size lu; is
automatically calculated for each material with the following user defined
parameters: the signal fundamental frequency 10, the material under inspection
which determines the sound velocity C; and the number of points per wavelength
at the fundamental frequency ns; as:
A.,ar=-I (7-1)
where A.; = C; 110 is the wavelength at the fundamental frequency and i is an index




Figure 7.1. chernatic of a ine wave travelling in a layer of material of tbickness d,
\\ here 11. = 10.
The time tep I i calculated with respect to the element size. When applying
the Fourier (or on Neumann) stability analysis [146], it is found that the time
step 1:11 hould be mailer than the time required for sound to travel across the









The time tep factor f .wa chosen to be J2 in order for the model to be stable
2
while ke ping it running time to a minimum as a smaller time step will increase
the running tim .
Howe er, when gen rating a toneburst of duration Tlb = ne /10 where ne is the
number f Ie per t nebur t, it is also required that Tlb is an integer multiple
of I t guarantee that it integral is null (see section 6.3.2). This can be achieved
if the ampling frequenc t = 1 / I i an integer multiple oflo.
Con ergen e i an e entiat ondition for any numerical scheme and is ensured if
the m d I i table and n i tent. The numerical model is stable when the
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umber of points per wavelength n A
Figure 7.2. on linear parameter p obtained when running the model in aluminium at
5 MHz for different numbers of points per wavelength (at 5 MHz) compared
with it theoretical value
It can be e n from Figure 7.2 that from 30 points per wavelength, the nonlinear
parameter obtained tend towards its theoretical value.
7.3 Frequency step
For the tonebur t duration to be an integer multiple of the time step /).t as
mention d in th previou ection, the sampling frequency Is which is the inverse
of /).f hould b an integer multiple of the fundamental frequency /0. Is should
therefor be rounded up to the next multiple of /0, and /).t recalculated by taking
the re iprocal (!s.
AI 0, lO optimi eat Fourier Transform (FFT) operations which are most
efficient \.\hen the array length i an exact power of two, the time-domain signals
hould be padded with zero for their number of points to reach the nearest integer
power of tw 11[.
tep {i calculated by dividing j, by n;.
(7-3)
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In an ideal ea e, for the p calculation, there should be points in the frequency
spectrum at e actly /0 and 2/0. It is however not always possible to have /0 as an
integer multiple of {while still following the above recommendations about M
and nf It i therefore recommended to have a small enough l1/to enable A I and
A2 to be a cia e a po ible to the exact points at/o and 2/0. This was achieved
with nj= 8192.
7.4 Number of cycles in input toneburst
In theor , the input ignal to be used in order to find the theoretical values of the
nonlinear paramet r pia continuous sine wave, which is however not possible
experimental] a e plained in section 6.3.2. The sine wave is therefore
windo ed ith a Hanning window shown to give the lowest level of side lobes
when truncated at time 0 and Tlb, the toneburst duration calculated from the
cho en number of c cle per toneburst ne.
A higher ne ~ ill reduce the ideband level at the second harmonic frequency but
may alai ad to practical problems such as transducer overheating and in some
ea e , difficu It ignal po t-proces ing. At 20 cycles, the sideband level is already
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Number 01' cycles per toneburst 17"
Figure 7.3. ffect of the number of cycles in input toneburst on the model's accuracy for
in a ingle layer of aluminium
Ilow er a the pe imen thickne is reduced, ne could in some cases be
redu d f r the mplete tran mitted toneburst to still be isolated from
ub equent r vcrberati n . When ending a 5 MHz ultrasonic wave in TT in a
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single layer of aluminium, 15 cycles is still adequate to recover the nonlinear
parameter a een in Figure 7.3.
For thinner pecimen where it is not possible to have such separation between
transmitted and reflected signals, it is recommended to increase the number of
cycle to 20 to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In such cases, it is not
pos ible to reco er the ab olute value of /3.
7.5 Input amplitude
Sufficient pov er in the input signal - the external acoustic pressure Pext - is
required for n nlinearitie to be seen in the output. However, if the external
acou tic pre ure ' amplitude Aap was too high, the signal was distorted and
shifting a found to occur as a result (Figure 7.4). It should be noted that this
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Figure 7.4. ran mitted 5 MHz signal in 15 mm aluminium
When running the m d I for aluminium at 5 MHz, it was found that from I MPa
pre lire, the extracted nonlinear parameter P converged
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Figure 7.5. Effect of input acoustic pressure OD model's accuracy
Howe er although fJ tayed within the 1.6 % error margin for any Aap 2: I MPa,
shifting a occurring within the signal and made data analysis difficult from
Aap 2: 10 MPa a the cutting operation then effectively put a step into the signal.
To be converted to a dimensionless quantity, the external acoustic pressure is
divided b th bulk modulus K2 of the material under inspection and the acoustic
pre ure factor fop =Aap / K2 i obtained.
The range r commend d for external acoustic pressures corresponds therefore to
acou tic pre ure factor fop between 3xlO-7 andlx l O". To match experimental
re ult which t pically how three orders of magnitude difference between
harmonic and fundam ntal amplitudes [7], the acoustic pressure factor was set to
1 x ] 0-5.
7.6 Gradient function
In the equati n f r the algorithm defined in section 5.2, the nonlinear matrix KNL
I· f di aual u au n a gra lent-:axinclude th
( )
A au
K,,/ = K2 +K~ --
x ax (7-4)
where K i the third- rder ela tic constant and A is the cross-sectional area.
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It is the gradient of the displacement u with respect to spatial position x. This
gradient can be found by taking the third-order polynomial fit (three point
method) at each point - one before and one after the current point -
(7-5)
or the fifth-order polynomial fit at each point (five point method) - two before
and two after the current point -
It should be noted that for end points or two points only, the gradient was
calculated for both methods with respect to one neighbouring point only, e.g. at
the first point:
(7-7)
The choice of gradient calculation method does not affect the ultimate measured
nonlinear parameter p. The three point method requires double the number of
sampling points than the five point method to ensure convergence but when
running the model with both methods, no significant difference was found as
convergence occurred from the same number of points per wavelength as seen in
Figure 7.6. The three point method was therefore recommended as it had a
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Figure 7.6. Nonlinear parameter P obtained when running the model in aluminium at
S 1Hz u ing the three and five point methods (G3 and GS respectively) for
different numbers of points per wavelength compared with its theoretical
alue
7.7 Time window length
For T in a ingle lay r, it wa found that the nonlinear parameter fJ extracted
from the m del tended toward its theoretical value when the fraction of signal
cut for anal i Til wa minimum. It is therefore recommended to set the factor
fcul at z r \ hen pr e ing the data for TT in a single layer of material. It should
ho e r b n ted that the ab olute value for fJ can only be recovered if the
proce ed ignal d n t include overlapping reverberations.
For multiple la e , it v a explained and shown in Chapter 3 how looking at
multipl re erberati n could increase sensitivity by enhancing interfacial
effect. hi an be d ne when taking a larger section of the output signal for
anal i and v ill be developed further in the next chapter.
7.8 Extraction window function
utput ignal IIc!lII(t) wa cut to the portion of interest to obtain uc(t)
whi h \i a then multiplied b a window function w(/). This windowing was
carried ut t r m e art fa t due to the offset issue where the zero levels on
either ide f the t nebur t are lightly different. The Hanning window WIlGnn(t)
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wa f und t m t efficient to reduce the level of side lobes in the frequency
p ctrurn igur 7.7.
interf re \\ ith th frequ n peak. of interest. For this reason, uc(t) is multiplied
a J11 th \\ ind \\ t me r ut the harp tep in the time domain and suppress
. rh re ti II i an artefact at the direct current CDC)






















pectrs of 1I<.,(t) multiplied by a rectangular and a Hanning
erved in lIou,(t) carre ponds to a sharp step in ucCt). This
that pan the complete frequency range and
ing a m th \\ ind w , h we er, m d ifie the hape of the spectrum of interest
a well
d m in
the a lute values f AI and A2 - multiplication in the frequency
0\ luti n in the time d main. When extracting f3 for model
alid ti n wher the value n ed tay true to their absolute values, no
arried ut. Thi i the equivalent of applying a\i ind \\ in "'i
re tangular \\ ind w H'r tv.
7.9 im ran e
The lim ana 7 sh uld either he set 1 the minimum time required for the
111 d .l t utput th • li~ n f iunal h 'en the u r, or to any longer period
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of time desired. The minimum time in TT is the time taken for the directly-
transmitted signal to propagate through all layers in the model.
For a specimen with i layers of material, the time range T was therefore defined
as:
(7-8)
where the time range factor fT~ 1.
7.10 Summary
As explained in section 6.3.1, the steps taken to process the time-domain model
output signal Uou,(/) at different propagation distances were the following:
1. The signal was cut, windowed and zero-padded.
U,""Z (I) = UOUI (/)x li{t)
{)
{
Wlklllll (I) for t e ~",urt ,tend]
where li 1 = [[] ]o for teO, t"urt U tend .n / M
(7-9)
2. The obtained signal undt) was Fourier transformed to obtain uau,(/) from
which A I and A2 were taken.
(7-10)
and the nonlinear ratio cD calculated:
(7-11 )
3. The nonlinear parameter p was calculated from the gradient <I>/x.
(7-12)
where r« r..." and rd are the scaling factors for the FFT, input signal
windowing and damping respectively.
This process is shown in Figure 7.8.
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Diagram f ignal po t-proce ing: raw model output signal uou,(t) (upper
left) fr m l\ hich the tran mitred toneburst is extracted using a rectangular
wind " (upper right) then zero-padded (lower left), and finally Fourier
tran,r rmed t obtain a frequency pectrum (lower right)
Figure ..
If the m delling rul ummari ed in able 7.1 are adhered to, the model is
ae pta I a curate: f r < luminium, fJ value in the range 15.53 to 15.74 will be
determ in d 1 \\ ithin - %.
Table 7.1. 'I dellin rule
f = f \l X 12f <-
c: ,\t - 2
T- rr( d~+l.+T.) uch that I ~ fT
I
re uT = f('ul r; o ~fclIl
AUf/ = fq ;...~ 7 x I 0-6 <fop <10-4
M delling .uing f r m del ptimi ati n and accuracy In TT at 5 MHz are
umrnari ed in Tu II! 7,2.
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In this chapter, modelling rules and recommendations for TT were given. All of
these rules are directly applicable to the pulse-echo (PE) case. It would however
not be possible to recover the original P value for a given material with PE due to
partial 'phase cancellation' occurring in the nonlinear signal when reflected back
to the transducer. In a "perfect" I-D set-up where there are no diffraction effects
(beam spreading), no attenuation and a 100% reflection, the transmitted
harmonic wave is suppressed by the reflected harmonic wave that has a 1800
phase shift [148].
In the following chapter, the FE model is further developed by adding elements
that simulate kissing bonds (KB), noise and external sources of nonlinearities.






In the previous chapter, rules and recommendations were given for modelling
nonlinear ultrasonic wave propagation in through-transmission (TT).
In this chapter, the finite-element (FE) model is further developed by adding
elements that simulate kissing bonds (KB), noise and external sources of
nonlinearities. Experimental measurements are used to find the variables required
for these elements. The model can then be run as a prediction tool (Chapter 9) to
find out, for example, if the presence of KB in a typical aeronautical adhesive
joint can be detected in immersion or in pulse-echo (PE).
8.2 Additional model elements
8.2.1 Simulation of a kissing bond
In order to simulate the presence of a KB between two materials such as an
adherend and an adhesive, a very thin layer of the adhesive is selected to
represent the 'KB layer'. For this case, it was chosen to consider the kissing bond
as a massless spring where the 'KB layer' thickness dKB has to be minimum such
that dKB «A. where A. is the wavelength in the adhesive. On that basis, dKB is
therefore one element thick.
Its linear stiffness KUIl is the interfacial stiffness per unit area of the contacting
interface.
Its nonlinear stiffness K,\'UIl is:
(8-1)
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where PKB is the KB nonlinear parameter which is not the same as the material
nonlinear parameter P as defined in (4-14) where P is related to second and third
order elastic constants.
The most common way KB behaviour is experimentally reproduced is by taking
two contacting surfaces pressed together by an external pressure, enabling them
to be in intimate mechanical contact without an actual bond ([6]
[10][ 131][ 151][ 152]). A phenomenological contact model has been developed to
establish the relationship between the external applied mechanical pressure and
the resulting interfacial stiffness:
K1.KB = Cr" (8-2)
where P is the external applied mechanical pressure, C and m are constants.
It should be noted that this model is built on the basis of asperities present on
dissimilar surfaces which is a slightly different kind of interface than a kissing
bond where both surfaces are perfectly matched.
8.2.2 Instrumentation noise
It was important to quantify the noise level generated by the electronic
equipment in order to know the threshold above which nonlinearities might be
seen.
In most measurement systems, the receiver amplifier is the main source of





figure 8.1. Schematic diagram of the noise model for a typical receiver amplifier 11491
The two noise sources contributing to the electronic device inherent noise are:
the root-mean-squared (RMS) noise amplitude nou, which is independent of the
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amplifier gain setting G and the RMS noise amplitude nin which is an effective
input component that is amplified. The noise processes are usually assumed to be
zero mean Gaussian noise with a certain variance, the standard deviation squared
cl. When two such processes are added together, it is the variances which add,
hence the form of the following equation for the standard deviation or RMS
amplitude of the net additive noise at the amplifier output:
(8-3)
Equation (8-3) could be incorporated into the model by adding to the output
signal normally distributed random numbers with a standard deviation of nlOta/.
This would simulate noise as a function of receiver gain G and make the signal
more realistic. But as amplifier noise is additive Gaussian noise, there is no need
to physically add it to the FE model. The RMS noise level found by equation
(8-3) was therefore used to draw a line and indicate its expected level in the final
signal.
8.2.3 NonJinearities from external sources
The general challenge associated with making reliable nonlinear measurements is
the presence of nonlinearities from external sources. For the model to predict
optimal measurement settings and defect detection capability, it should simulate
these external sources of nonlinearity. A mathematical formulation was
developed so they could be added to the model: these instrumentation
nonlinearities were incorporated by adding to the main input signal another
signal at twice the fundamental frequency:
Pext(t) = Aap sin( 2rr.fol ) w( I) + ANL sin( 41fjol ) w( t ) (8-4)
where Pe.Tt is the input acoustic pressure, k is the wavenumber, c is the sound
velocity, Aap and A,\'L are the amplitudes of the input acoustic pressure signal
component at the driving frequency and second harmonic frequency respectively.
It is reminded that the input signal in the model is the external force applied to
the first element Fe:rt = APtxI where A is the element's cross-sectional area.
Measurements described in a later section (8.3.3) enabled to quantify the level of
nonlinearities generated by the external sources <l>EXT for a TT set-up.
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Consequently, by running the model in TT for a given specimen with no material
or KB nonlinearities. ANL can be found by matching the output nonlinear ratio
with <I>EXT.
8.2.4 Overview of the complete model
It can be seen in Figure 8.2 how the different parts of the model described in the
previous section fit together.
Input External sources
signal y of nonl inearities(Aao. fo) (ANL.2fo)








Figure 8.2. Block diagram of the complete model
8.3 Experimental measurements
Experimental measurements were carried out to obtain the parameters for the
additional model elements described in the previous section.
8.3.1 Kissing bond nonlinearity
Measurements were taken by Van [8] for a specimen consisting of two
aluminium blocks. one of which had an adhesive layer (Table 8.1).
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Table 8.1. Propertie of compressively loaded specimen
Specimen Shape Thickness (mm) Description of(AI/Ad/AI) nonlinearity
Compressi el loaded Cylinder 40/2/50 Loaded disbondspecimen
The interfacial titTne KUH was measured for a range of compressive loads
corre ponding to contact pressures from 0.1 to 11.2 MPa. In order to fit the
experimental data, the relationship between interfacial stiffness and contact
pre ure in equati n (8-2) wa plotted in Figure 8.3 with the constants C and m at
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Figure 8.3. mpirical equation for quasi-static interfacial stiffness (KUB) as a function of
contact pre ure (P)
To compare Van' exp rimental data with simulated data, the fE model was run
ending the arne ignal (IS-cycle Hanning windowed 3.5 MHz toneburst) into a
model of the arne pe imen which consisted of 40 mm aluminium /2 mm epoxy
/ 50 mm aluminium ith a ki ing bond at the first aluminium-epoxy interface
(Table 8.1).
The tiffn fa t r f"Bsllt1' wa varied from 0.05 to 0.8 to have interfacial
tiffne e KIJ,~ranging fr m 1.67x 1013 to 2.68x 1014 N/m3• In order to have good
agreement tween imulated and experimental results (figure 8.4), it was found
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Interfacial stillness (N/m3)
on linear ratio obtained for different interfacial stiffnesses in the case of an
aluminium/epoxy/aluminium specimen with dimensions 40/2/50 mm
8.3.2 In trumentation noi e
The f II \\ ing pr dure an be carried out for any instrument when quantifying
noi e I I. Here. th noi e characteristics of the receiver amplifier
(Hand) OMllz. iepie ngineering) used for the nonlinear trials in
hapt r were mea ured.
Fi ft mea urern nt were taken for thirteen different sensitivities S from O. I to
80 V v here the alue f denote the full-scale range. These correspond
t amplifi ati n gain between I and 800 according to the following
formula:
he RM utput n
(8-5)
amplitude wa measured at these different gain levels and
pi tted in igure .. t I \I gain. nOIlf can be seen and as the gain increases, the
contri uti n fr m 11m tart t d minate. To obtain the curve that fits best the
p rirnern I ala f th points - the experimental RMS noise
amplitud . at • = I and ; =- 100 (i.e, 0 and 40 dB) respectively - were used for
the tv unkn \\ n. 11", nd HoUl in equation (8-3). By plotting the result, it can be
ccn in figure that ther i g od agreement between the experimental data
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Figure 8.5. oi e level at the output versus gain (50 measurements at sMHz)
It can b en fr m Figure 8.5 that adding a receiver amplifier to the
experim ntal t-up would generate an RMS noise level of 0.01 in the output i.e.
would r ult in a ignal-to-noi e ratio (SNR) of about 46 dB. This noise curve is
illu trati e but n t \ hat would be experienced with the system described in the
following e ti nu ing a pul er-receiver as pre-amplifier.
8.3.3 onlinearitie from external sources
xperim ntal m a urem nt were carried out to quantify nonlinearities due to
external ur With an immer ed TT configuration, nonlinearities might be
generated b th el ctr ni equipment (waveform generator, power amplifier,
pre-amplifi r ,th tran ducer (both transmitter and receiver), the cables and
water. A t pi al arrangement wa et up in water with no specimen between
tran mitt r T and re ei er R . The aim was to measure nonlinear ratios <I>x for
differ nt \ ater pr pagati n di tance d.t as the ordinate at the origin of the curve
(J)x / d, quantifi the am unt fnonlinearities due to external sources.
Figure . the arrangement for an experiment that was carried out where a
pia ti c ntain r wa filled with water. The transducers were held by identical
purp e- uilt arm fitted t an aluminium rail which rested on the edges of the
container. The \ erti al arm hiding the receiver was progressively slid outwards
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In IO mm in r ment , en uring the received signal amplitude was maximised for





Figure 8.6. vperimental arrangement where d, is the distance in water between
tran mitter T,. and receiver Rx
The data w a a quired ia a Matlab program and the equipment used is listed in
Table 8.2 and able .
Table 8.2. lectronic
Function Model





Figur _7 h '" the k diagram of the measurement system employed.
Figure .7.
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A 20-cycle Hanning windowed toneburst with a 5 MHz centre frequency was
generated by an arbitrary function generator and sent to a power amplifier. This
signal wa injected into water by a transducer and received by another
transducer. The output of the receiver transducer was amplified by a pulser-
receiver before being digitised by an analog-to-digital (AID) converter and
proce ed.
In order to have an improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), twenty waveforms
were averaged and recorded for each distance between the transducers, from 10
to 90 mm with 10 mm increments. A larger number of waveforms did not make
the SNR ignificantly higher. The excitation voltage was about 100 V. The
received ignal wa amplified by 12 dB. An example of the received waveform is
shown in Figure 8.8.

















12 14 16 18 20
Figure 8.8. Example of an averaged signal received by the transducer placed 10 mm
away from the transmitter with a 4 us stand-off delay
A needle h dr ph ne wa u ed to measure the signal coming out from the
transmitter. It en iti ity wa found on the calibration chart provided by the
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manufacturer. Preci ion Acoustics. It was therefore possible to calculate the
equivalent acou tic pressure as seen in Table 8.4.
Table 8.4. Output acoustic pressure straight from the transmitter
Hydrophone at Tx Sensitivity at 5 MHz Acoustic Pressure
0.23 9.3 mV/MPa 24.7 MPa
The acoustic pre ure 10 mm away from the transm itter was found by applying
the in er e di tance law tating that the acoustic pressure decreases with one over










O.E+OO 2.E-03 4.E-03 6.E-03
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8.E-03 1.E-02 1.E-02
Figure 8.9. Acou tic pre ure decreasing with distance from transmitter
Ba ed on th r lati n hip plotted in Figure 8.9, the acoustic pressure Pmeas was
found to be 2.47 MPa at a di tance of 10 mm from the transmitter. The amplitude
voltage read b the receiver at that same distance Vmeas was 2.996 V. The
calibration fact r for the receiver fRx could therefore be calculated using the





and a fi und t b 1.21x I0-6 VIPa.
The e II eted data wa in V It . A it had been pre-amplified, the actual voltage
ree I d b the tran due r VOIII wa recovered by:
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vv = ml~d\ (8 7)
out 10(" 20 -
where GdB i the ree i r amplification gain in dB.
Re ult ar gi en in Table 8.5.
Table 8.5. Output ignal amplitude
mplified output amplitude Amplification gain Real output amplitude
V""", ( ) G (dB) VOUI (V)
2- 12 0.5 -0.75
The equi al nt a u tic pre ure Paul were recovered by dividing the 'real'
voltage OUI b the calibration factor fRx then converted into displacements Uout
in ord r t e mpar the data with the model:
(8-8)
where p I the d n it , co = 27f/o is the circular frequency and fo is the
fundamental fr quen
The ummar carried out to convert the experimental raw data
into utput parti Ie di placement i given in the flow chart in Figure 8.10.
+ pC{j)
UOLII
[ ] [V] [Pal [m]
Figure 8.10. onversi n of experimental raw data into particle displacement
Th utput ignal U(lUl \\ a then proce ed by taking its Fast Fourier Transform
( T) fr m \\ hi h the fundamental frequency and second harmonic amplitudes,
A 1 and A2 r pe ti el .,. ere e: tracted. Nonlinear ratios <l> were calculated using
equati n (4- I ), here <1> - A l/Al and multiplied by the corresponding damping
fa t account:
r _ ( . (- 2axL) I,/ L I
• I 11.
(6-22)
where (I. i the attenuati n elf ient in Np/(m.Hz).
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Ultra 01 att nuati n i very low in water with an attenuation coefficient of
2.3x 10-14 p/(m.Hz2) [77]. The values obtained for <I> are plotted against





















O. 0.002 0.004 0.0120.006 0.008 0.010
Distance (m)
rati vs, di ranee travelled in water from 10 to 90 mm
A th ign pr p gale t ard the receiver, it is attenuated due to beam
preadin and di ipative attenuation of ultrasound. The latter increases with
fr quenc a rding lap wer law 0 harmonics experience greater attenuation
than the fundam ntal. H wever, mpared to the harmonic signal amplitude, the
n nlinear rati <l> = 1111_2 typi all utili ed in nonlinear ultrasonic analysis has
n dependen
d m n tr ted in ppendi B.
n b th incident ultra ound pressure Aap and attenuation as
igure .11 'h \\ lh 1 the I vel f n nlinearity measured in the received signal
wa increa ing \\ ith di .tan pr pagated in water. This confirms that water is a
n nlin er medium that dit rts the ultra onic propagating wave. The fact that the
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graph doe not pa through the origin indicates system nonlinearity. The value
that th refor quanti fie system nonlinearity is the ordinate at the origin b which
intheca ofthi Tf configuraticn is z.Zx lOt m".
As mentioned in ection 8.2.3, these nonlinearities caused by external sources
were incorp rated into the model by adding to the main input signal another
signal at t ice th fundamental frequency. In order to match the b value found
experimental I , the added ignal amplitude ANL was set to 185 kPa. The model
wa run f r di tance up to 10 mm and was found to be in good agreement with
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Figu re 8.12. ratio v . distance travelled in water from I to 90 mm
8.3.4 Inherent material nonlinearity
From th prim ntal mea urements carried out in section 8.3.3, the linear fit
obtained in igure 8.1 I enabled the calculation of the nonlinear parameter f3 for
water u ing:
(8-9)
wher r'l i the v. ind w ratio, rd is the damping factor, <l>/x is the gradient of
nonlin ar ratio . di tance (plot hown in Figure 8.11). The FFT scaling factor r,
wa air ad appli d when alculating the Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT).
A nonlin ar alue ~ f 5. wa found which is only 1.9 % larger than 5.2, the
mo 1 mm n n nlin ar value found in the literature [91].
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8.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the FE model was further developed by adding elements that
simulate KB, noise and external sources of non Iineari ties.
A KB was modelled as one element of the adhesive layer with a linear stiffness
KJ.K8 = 1.15x 1011p04539 where P is the external applied mechanical pressure
from Van's experiment [7], and nonlinear stiffness KNLKB = -300 KLK8.
When adding an electronic instrument to the set-up, the root-mean-squared
(RMS) amplitude of the net additive noise at the output was found to be 0.01
which corresponds to a 46 dB SNR.
In a IT configuration using transducers, nonlinearities generated by external
sources corresponded to a nonlinear ratio of about 7.7x104 m-I at 5 MHz.
In the next chapter, the FE model will be used as a prediction tool to simulate
nonlinear ultrasonic measurements on sandwich specimens making use of the
quantitative data found in this chapter.
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Chapter 9
Application of the one-dimensional
finite element model to optimise
experimental measurements
9.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the finite-element (FE) model was further developed by
adding elements that simulate kissing bonds (KB), noise and external sources of
nonlinearities. Experimental measurements were used to find the variables
required for these elements.
In this chapter, the model will be run as a prediction tool on two given sandwich
specimens. Based on these results, recommendations will be given regarding the
driving frequency and the set-up configuration. The maximum water path length
that still enables the detection of KB for such specimens will also be given.
9.2 Figures of merit
Several figures of merit were defined to quantitatively compare the performance
of post-processing time window lengths as well as different set-up
configurations.
The first figure of merit Cl evaluates the feasibility of detecting nonlinearities,
and if so, how well they can be seen. The questions to be answered are therefore
whether a peak is discernible at the second harmonic 2/0 and how high is its
amplitude A2 compared to those of its adjacent side lobe peaks. This was done by
measuring the amplitude of the signal adjacent peaks on either side of the
expected second harmonic peak, calculating their mean and comparing it with A2
as sketched in Figure 9.1. The logarithmic difference obtained represents Cl:
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(9-1)
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Figure 9.1. ketch of the calculation method for Cl
Th nd figure f merit '2 mea ur S the ability of a KB to be detected by
mea uring the ntr t betw en b th ea es (with and without a KB present _
3KB and 11 B hi wa done by calculating the logarithmic
differ neb twe n the n nlinear ratio <1> of both cases:
1O(<1>(3K ) <1>( 11KB)) (9-2)
Th third figure f m rit '
need t be m a ured
pture a en e of the size of nonlinearities that
rnparing the econd harmonic and fundamental
frequen amplitud . A I and A~ re pectively, in a logarithmic scale:
, = _0 I g,o(....1..)
A, (9-3)
Th f urth figur f merit Col mea urc the overall system output nonlinearity
mdepend ntlv f input amplitude by calculating the nonlinear ratio in a
garithrn i s ale:
(9-4)
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For the second harmonic peak to be considered "discernible" and for any
difference to be seen between the cases with and without KB, Cl and C2 need to
exceed a minimum threshold (6 dB for both). Also, to be able to measure the
nonlinearities in practice, the sum of C3 and the expected signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) e.g. 46 dB as found in 8.3.2 needs to exceed 6 dB.
The aim when testing a specimen with different set-ups was therefore to fulfil
these acceptance criteria for Cl. C2 and C3.
For cases where these three qualitative acceptance criteria are satisfied, the value
of C2 is used to quantitatively compare performance.
C4 was used to compare between different driving frequencies the absolute level
of nonlinearities generated in a material. This was useful to better understand the
results found in the following case study.
9.3 Specimens
Two adhesive joints - sandwich specimens made of aluminium adherends and
epoxy resin adhesive - were considered. The thick specimen had 20 and 5 mm
thick aluminium and epoxy layers respectively to enable the first transmitted
toneburst to be isolated from any subsequent reflections. The thin specimen had
2 and 0.3 mm thick aluminium and epoxy layers respectively to be more
representative of the dimensions of adhesive joints used in the aerospace
industry.
When a KB was simulated. it was located at the aluminium-epoxy interface near
side 1 as seen in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2. dhe he j int pccimen
Wh n nding n ultra m v av in these adhesive joint specimens,
r mmend
3xlOl2 m
h pter 7 were followed. Also, interfacial stiffnesses of
11 Im1 were eh en to simulate the presence of a KB in
the thi k nd th thin p irncn re pectively. The external sources of
n nlin ariti \\ r dd d b tting A \L to 415 and 813 Pa for the thick and the
thin p im n r p tiv I. hi appr a hued is a reasonable approximation
but in r alit .,hl hange with dim rent di tances and more work on this area is
re uir d.
Th nly aram t r that had teet by the operator were the driving frequency
and the tim \\ ind \\ length II r p t-proce ing. The model was therefore run
hanging th parameter in rder t find ut which ones gave the best results
ba ed nth figur f merit d fined in ection 9.2.
ut finding the ultimate performance but it should be noted that
f r indutr . it r t a c perf rmance that is of most interest. Also, the
foil \ ing r lilt ar rained fr m irnulation not experiments.
9.4 hr 1I h-tran mi ion in contact
Fir t, it had t • de id d fr m what ide of the pecimen to send the ultrasonic
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Fi ure .. I r qu ne) I> crra of ,ign~1 fran mitted through the thick specimen at
~ 'JUl Ir 111 Idt, I and 2 <'id near or further away from the weak bond
It '11\ tl, l "irh A 1\.8 pre ..ent
It v a
harm ni ., e .n in Fiaure
m ide 2 r ulted in a higher second
and therefore in a higher figure of
th f...H i" ...ituated n the ide further from the transmitter
fiN tl n milled thr ugh tw layer of nonlinear material and
taruer n nlincar c mp ncnt when hitting the KB. The
I .d b_ the KB ve '111 ther II re to be further enhanced when
thr ugh la er f n nlinear material.
ha .
th
Thc jn run Ir 11l ide _ f r b th pecimens at 3.5, 5 and
with as t-up similar t the one used for measuring
iur in sccti n ... All input tonebursts had 20
cl h:n,ll \\ U., pr cd a de cribed in section 6.3.1.
'I h • thi k the lirsl transmitted t nebur t to be resolved. The
und ' \\ ith each driving frequency are plotted in















hl.!ur of J1\ rtt I' J and J obtained for the thick specimen in contact TT
:It .-;, 5 lind 1 MIII drh Ing frequencie where NR = 46 dB
n t fulfil the acceptance criterion
whichev er th dri\ in' fr qucn . I his mean that nonlinearities would not be
e .n in the tra with a NR f 46 dB. However, if a SNR of
72 d \\ hi \ ed, th .n n ulincaritie generated by the KB would be detected.
nd alth nd harmonic peak and its side lobe
\\\;11 a .... Ii 'htl~ m re ntra t between the cases with and
... \\ uld • a hi ved t 10 MHz, the differences in C2 are
r the thin t nebur t could not be resolved, the
d f r anal si were taken using different time
f the trans m ittcd raw ignal lIout (1) was cut for
'/ I wh re cli and c, arc the thickne and sound velocity of





'" her' ut j, th ut
(9-5)
th • t n rburst durati n.
I J
The fi ur f merit wined in ea h a e are plotted in Figure 9.5 against the



























nf m r rt ,. ~ nd .I obtained for different time window lengths at
!Hl 111'1111 drh '"~ (requfncies - a), b) and c) respectively - when






for m i zur . it n
fi ure f ITl rit . fulfil th a ptan criterion. At that frequency, C2 rises
n that . MHz i the only frequency at which the
In Judin multi pi
m n of output signal to be processed
and i therefore maximised for fC1I1 = 1.
h wever, '2 i maximised with a null cut
b at I a t 60 dB for nonlinearities to be
H driv ing fr .quF r and I
n.
fa rand \\ uld rcquie the
ing th
urnmari d in I abl 9.1. th
at 3.5, 5 and 10 MHz weren mitred "il.!l1ul in c nta t
primal time window lengths for post-
taincd ~ uttin 1 th "j mal f u,'r'b after the fir t tran mitted toneburst where
f.ut = L 0 and
Tabl .1. R c 111m ntt d ut fa to,", f r contact T r on the thin specimen
1h
9.1
) u ing the cut factors found in Table
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I r 111 rtl (I' • nd ( , obtained for the thin specimen in contact TT
nd 10 '"Il elm In • fr qu ncies where NR = 46 dB
It an n in H rure til t all thre figure of merit were optimised when
u ing a .5 \II-V driv In 1 • In eff et, the econd harmonic peak was
m re app r nt I rna irnum). the diller n between the cases with and without
w ( Ill. imum) nd the le el f n n Iinearities was above the noise
It! d m quipm nt de ribed in 8.3.2. (SNR+C3 > 6 dB).
nlineariti \\ uld nly be een using 5 and 10 MHz
driv ing frcqu R is n Is th n 0 dB.
9. Thr u h-trun 'missi n in immer ion
T imulate imm r.;i n t tin 1 in 1 I', Lv" water layer of identical thickness d;
v er dded, ne in fr nt f the "P irncn and ne behind the specimen. The
m rit were
water ba k layer. The same figures of
- and I Mllz driving frequencies with 10 mm
.n tr n du crs and imrner d pecirnen.
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nd { \ obllllnt'd for the thick specimen in immersion
\1111 Ifrh in~ frequencie where dM• = 10 mm and
I 6
It can be seen in Figure 9.7 that the level of nonlinearities in the transmitted
signal (C3) is larger than when testing the specimen in contact TT where they
could not be detected with the 46 dB SNR at any driving frequency. This is
probably due to the compounded nonlinearities generated by the extra layers of
water.
Nonlinearity in 10 mm of water was compared between driving frequencies by
calculating C4• It was found that the nonlinearity in water is higher at 5 and
10 MHz (131 and 144 dB) compared with that at 3.5 MHz (124 dB). This would
explain the fact that the transmitted signal has a higher nonlinear component after
the water layer at higher frequencies that gets significantly more distorted by the
presence of a KB. This results in the figure of merit C2 increasing with driving
frequency. However, at 10MHz, a minimum SNR of 60 dB is required for
nonlinearities to be seen. This is due to the higher attenuation of the second
harmonic amplitude in epoxy as found when comparing C3 values for single
layers of material.
For the thin specimen, the same procedure as for the thick specimen was carried
out: adding a 10 mm water layer each side of the specimen. As the transmitted
toneburst could not be resolved, different time window lengths were chosen to
extract the output signal portion for analysis. The figures of merit obtained for
cut factors fcul ranging from 0 to 1 are plotted for each driving frequency in
Figure 9.8. The cut factor determines the portion of signal to include in the
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Ta I .2.
and are ummarised in Table 9.2.
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Figure 9.11. Figures of merit Ch Cl and C3 obtained for the thick specimen when
reflecting a 3.5 MHz toneburst from the KB interface where SNR = 46 dB
The results plotted in Figure 9.11 confirm that the three figures of merit are
higher when sending the signal from side 1 than from side 2.
PE was therefore performed from side 1, first in contact with the thick specimen
at 3.5, 5 and 10 MHz driving frequencies. The first toneburst reflected from the
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Figure 9.12. Example of time-domain PE signal for the thick specimen with cutting lines
at t"art (to remove input signal) and tend (to take the first reflection from the
top adherend layer only)
The figures of merit obtained for the different driving frequencies were

















Driving frequency fo (MHz)
Figure 9.13. Figures of merit Ch C2 and C3 obtained for the thick specimen in contact PE
where SNR = 46 dB
It was found as seen in Figure 9.13 that the figures of merit C2 and C3 did not
fulfil the acceptance criteria for any driving frequency. However, both Cl and C2
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were optimised when using a 3.5 MHz driving frequency. When a larger portion
of the reflected signal was taken for analysis (i.e. cutting the signal after the 4th
multiple reverberation of side 1), an even lower value for C2 was found. If a
72 dB SNR is achieved, contact PE performed from side] at 3.5 MHz on the
thick specimen is therefore less efficient at detecting KB than contact TT
performed from side 2 at 10 MHz. However, if both contact PE and TT were
compared when sending the signal from the same side (side 1), their relative
performance was found to depend on the interfacial stiffness that was set to
simulate the KB, KLKB• As KLKB was increased, C2 also increased for PE and was
compared with its values obtained for TT at 5 MHz (most performing driving
frequency in contact TT from side 1) in Figure 9.14. Absolute changes of the
output signal amplitudes in both PE and TT were also measured and plotted as
dotted lines in Figure 9.14 to understand how linear ultrasonic measurements
compared with nonlinear ones.
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Figure 9.14. Figure of merit C2 and absolute output amplitude change obtained for the
thick specimen in contact PE at 3.5 MHz and in contact TT at 5 MHz for
different KB stiffnesses
From the results plotted in Figure 9.14, it can be seen that when testing the thick
specimen from side 1, KB with the weakest interfacial stiffnesses
(KLKB < 2.5x 1013 Pa) would be better detected with linear measurements in
contact IT at 5 MHz (light blue dotted line). However, for interfacial stiffnesses
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from about 2.5)( to" Pa, nonlinear measurements in contact PE are more efficient
than linear TT to detect KO (dark green solid line).
It should be noted that for nonlinear measurements, the difference between the
cases with and without KO is significantly larger for PE than for TT where it is
below acceptance level. In effect, the inherent material nonlinearities generated
by the forward travelling wave are significantly reduced by those generated by
the backward travelling wave due to phase inversion, but KB nonlinearities are
. still visible. In the case of perfect reflection (reflection coefficient R = 1) in an
undamped material. the nonlinear component of the transmitted signal
- Al sin(- 2A(x - cl)) would be reflected with respect to the ordinate axis with
opposite signs (1800 phase shift) and constant amplitude Al. Material
nonlincaritics would therefore. in such a case, be cancelled out by the nonlinear
component of the reflected signal [148].
For the thin specimen. the portion of the transmitted raw signal UOUI (I) was cut for
analysis at 'l/arf = T'b in order to remove the input toneburst T'b duration, and
'~ttd= T.. \\ here T.. is the time window length that. in the PE case (Figure 9.15). is
defined by the multiple of reverberations fN'"to be included in the analysis:
(9-6)
where d, and Cl are the thickness and sound velocity of the top adherend layer
(side I) respectively.
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I fllr th thin 'I) imen w ith cutting lines at
011 (....1 <10 cut after the f"" th multiple
rh \ utpui PL siunal ut after th 4th, 6th• 8th




















Hgur f merit '1' lsnd Cl obtained for different time window lengtbs at
3.5,5 lind 10 "", drivtng frequencies - a), b) and c) respectively - when
te tin rhe thin pecimen in contact PE where SNR = 46 dB
6
Rc\ crbcration factor frev
8
R '\ 'rh rration factor frev
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en in 'igur 9.16 that f r the 3.5 MHz driving frequency, C2 rises
with r r rati ns up 1 the th multipl but the acceptance criteria for C3 is





criteria for an r v rb rati n factor and C2 is maximum for frev = 6. At 10 MHz,
a minimum f 0 dB (14 dB higher than the SNR used in Figure 9.16 for
SNR+ 3 to be ab a eptance criteria) is required for nonlinearities to be seen
when cutting th ignal after th 4th multiple reverberation of side 1. These
result are ummari d in Table 9.





The perf nnan e f rea h dri ing fr quency using the factors found in Table 9.3












Figure 9.17. Figur f merit I, 1 and CJ obtained for the thin specimen in contact PE
at 3.~, 5 and 10 \IHI drh ing frequencies
It wa f, und that in nta t .. the be t performing driving frequency to detect
nonlineariti due
figure f m
Thi might be du
re nant frcquen
KB are enh n d in
a KB in the thin pecimen was 5 MHz where all three
\ 'a eptan c Ie el a well as optimised (Figure 9.17).
th 'let that when the driving frequency is close to the
fthe j int (ab lit 4.5 MHz), nonlinearities generated by the
nta 1 Pl.
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9.7 Pulse-echo in immersion
Pulse-echo in immer ion i the configuration of most importance for easy
industrial application a it enables not only single-sided measurements but also
scanning to be performed more easily than in through-transmission.
Pulse-echo wa carri d out in immersion for the thick specimen at 3.5, 5 and


















Driving frequency /0 (M Hz)
Figure 9.18. Figure of merit Cl' Cl and C3 obtained for the thick specimen when
tran mitting a 3.5 and 5 MHz toneburst in immersion PE where d; = 10 mm
It can be een fr m Figure 9.18 that there is a lower level of nonlinearities
measured with the KB than without (C2 < 0) and C2 is therefore below
acceptance level for all driving frequencies. This means that when the thick
specimen i imm r ed in 10 mm of water, no difference between the cases with
and without KB an been in PE.
For the thin p cimen ~ here the reflected signal could not be resolved, figures of
merit wer cal ulated f r the output PE signal cut after the 4t\ 6th, 8 and Ith






































Figure of merit I' 1and Cl obtained for different time window lengths at
3.5. 5 and I M liz driving frequencies - a), b) and c) respectively - when






e n ted that a null reverberation factor corresponds to taking for












Re\ erbcration factor t.,
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8 12
that there i no ea where the value obtained for C2 fulfils the acceptance
criterion. The optimal r v rberation factors were however noted for each driving
frequency. For the 3.5 MHz driving frequency, there is an inverse trend
compared ith c nta t P : 2 decreases monotonically with reverberations so is
maximum for a null r rberation factor. At 5 MHz, C2 drops when taking more
than the 6th multiple re erberation of side 1 in the analysed signal. At 10 MHz,
the decrea ing eff et that th pre ence of a KB has on the level of nonlinearities
prevail whate r th re rberation factor. As summarised in Table 9.4, even
though 2 i belo acceptance level, the optimal time window lengths for post-
proce ing the tran mitted ignal in immersion PE were obtained by cutting the
signal traight after th top adherends BWE (frev = 0) for 3.5 and 10 MHz
driving frequen i .but after the 6th multiple reverberation of side 1 at 5 MHz.






factor found in Tabl 9.4 are compared in Figure 9.20.
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Fi ur of merit I, 1and C3 obtained for the thin specimen in immersion
p at 3.5,5 and 10 I\lIIz driving frequencies
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It was found that in immersion PE, the best performing driving frequency to
detect nonlinearities due to a KB in the thin specimen was 3.5 MHz (C2
maximum). However, the difference between the cases with and without KB
would not be seen with a 10 mm water thickness (C2 < 6dB). The program was
therefore run again for the three driving frequencies but reducing the water layer


















Water thickness d ; (mm)
Figure 9.21. Figure of merit Cl obtained for the thin specimen in immersion PE at 3.5, 5
and 10M Hz as a function of water layer thickness d;
It can be seen from Figure 9.21 that the 5 MHz driving frequency performs better
to detect KB in contact PE or with a I mm water layer thickness only. However,
for a 2 mm ater layer thickness, nonlinearities due to the KB can only be seen
when testing the thin pecimen at 3.5 MHz. All three figures of merit were found
to fulfil the acceptance criteria in that case.
9.8 Comparison of the finite element model's performance
with experimental data
Van [153] u d th high amplitude through-transmission method described In
section 4.4 t t thin aluminium adhesive joints where oil was used to
contaminat th b nd area and create a region of poor bonding. This region of
contaminati n i r ferred to a a liquid layer kissing bond. These sandwich
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specimens con i ted in layers of aluminium, epoxy and aluminium of 4, 0.2 and
2 mm respectively. Reference specimens were manufactured without
contamination and the liquid layer specimens were contaminated with varying
levels of lubrication oil - 3, II and 30 mg which corresponded to 3.7, 13.6 and
3711m average contaminant thicknesses respectively. The time and frequency
domain signal obtained for the pristine and contaminated specimens are plotted
in Figure 9.22 and Figure 9.23 respectively.
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Figure 9.22. Experimental output signal at 3.5 MHz in through-transmission for (a) the
pri tine pecimen, (b) (c) and (d) liquid layer specimens with 3, 11 and
30 mg oil re pectively
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Figure 9.23. Experimental output frequency spectra at 3.5 MHz in through-
transmission for (a) the pristine specimen, (b) (c) and (d) liquid layer
specimens with 3, 11 and 30 mg oil respectively
The FE model was run for specimens with the same dimensions (4 mm
aluminium I 0.2 mm epoxy I 2 mm aluminium). The layers of oil were not
modelled but instead, the kissing bonds they might have incurred were where 3,
11 and 30 mg of oil corresponded to interfacial stiffnesses of I x 1014, 6x 1013 and
3x 1013 N/m3 respectively. The level of nonlinearities from external sources as
well as noise were included in the simulation by setting ANL at 1.5 x 104 and by
adding to the input signal a random signal with 0.01 standard deviation (see
Chapter 8). In a similar way the signal of amplitude ANL at twice the driving
frequency was added to the input signal, another signal at three times the driving
frequency of ampl itude 5 x 102 was also added in order to match Yan' s resu Its for
the pristine specimen. The time and frequency domain signals obtained are















Simulated output signal at 3.5 MHz in through-transmission for (a) the
pristine specimen, (b) (c) and (d) kissing bond specimens with 1 x 1014,
6 x 1013 and 3 x 1013 N/m3 interfacial stiffnesses respectively
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Figure 9.25. Simulated output frequency spectra at 3.5 MHz in through-transmission
for (a) the pristine specimen, (b) (c) and (d) contaminated specimens with
I x 1014, 6 x 10lJ and 3 x IOIJ N/mJ interfacial stiffnesses respectively _
including noise
When comparing measured and simulated time domain signals from Figure 9.22
and Figure 9.24, the differences in envelope shape is probably due to the
increasing amount of oil that was not included in the simulation but also to a
varying adhesive layer thickness in the experiment [153].
The frequency spectra of these signals seen in Figure 9.23 and Figure 9.25 have
peaks around the arne frequencies: the pristine specimen shows a higher peak at
the second harmonic with also higher amplitudes around 6.7, 8 and 10.5 MHz.
The peak around 6.7 MHz corresponds to the resonance frequency of the bond
wh ich is very clo e to the second harmonic. It can be seen that the energy of the
second harmonic tran fer to the resonant frequency resulting in an increasing
amplitude at the re onance frequency with increasing contamination level at the
interface. To better under tand frequency component behaviour with increasing
contamination and therefore decreasing interfacial stiffness, the model was run
without imulating noi e. The results are plotted in Figure 9.26.
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Figure 9.26. imulated output frequency spectra at 3.5 MHz in through-transmission
for (a) the pristine specimen, (b) (c) and (d) contaminated specimens with
I x 101\ 6 x 1013 and 3 x t 013 N/m3 interfacial stiffnesses respectively _
without noi e
It can be een in igure 9.26 that for a 1 x 1014 interfacial stiffness, the resonance
frequency peak i maximum and the second harmonic amplitude has decreased
compared with the pri tine pecimen. Also, amounts of energy around 8 and
10.5 MHz are increa ing with decreasing interfacial stiffness which confirms the
trend seen in the experimental data. It should however be noted that the
algorithm develop d for thi FE model approximates nonlinear wave propagation
up to the econd rd r only and would therefore require additional terms in the
calculation in order t model the effects at the third harmonic.
9.9 Summary and prospects for development into an
inspection technique
When carr ing ut th ea e tudy here above, it was found that in TT a lower
driving frequen (3.5 Mllz) wa better at detecting KB, mainly because KB
detection c uld b achieved with lower SNR. In contact PE on the other hand,
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only the driving frequency the closest to the resonant frequency of the bond
(5 MHz) was able to detect KB nonlinearities above noise level. It was also with
this driving frequency that the strongest contrast was found between cases with
and without KB when testing the specimens in PE immersion with a 1 mm water
distance.
If an adhesive joint like the thin specimen was to be tested in the field, contact
PE would be the best configuration option but it was found that in PE, linear
measurements (e.g. attenuation measurements) would not be sensitive enough to
the presence of kissing bonds. On the other hand, nonlinear measurements
carried out at 5 MHz would be very sensitive to the presence of a KB with C2
between 35 and 40 dB whether the KB is located on the near or the far side.
At testing facilities providing an immersion tank, it would be recommended to
test these same adhesive joints in TT at 3.5 MHz leaving 1 em of water either
side. Nonlinear measurements would give a contrast of 17 dB between the cases
with and without a KB whereas less than I dB difference in amplitude would be
found with linear measurements.
When looking at both the case study results and Van's experimental data [153],
what came to light is the complexity of the results compared to linear non-
destructive testing (NDT). There is a vast parameter space of possible
configurations, driving frequency, etc. of which only a relatively small number of
points were, quite reasonably, probed here. The unpredictability of what happens
at these points means that it is very hard ifnot impossible to guess what happens
in-between. There is therefore at present insufficient data to form generic rules
and the model remains an essential tool for trying out specific configurations to
see what happens.
Using the FE model for optimisation could therefore enable engineers to
carefully choose the parameters such as input voltage and driving frequency as
well as the appropriate post-processing method to increase the chances of
detecting defects exhibiting nonlinear behaviour. The way the FE model
developed by the author could be used in industry would be by either
incorporating it into an existing software such as ANDSCAN® that provides
simulation capabilities, or by developing it into its own stand-alone software. A
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metric such as change in attenuation would always be calculated alongside the






The work in this thesis involved finding a Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE)
technique that can detect kissing bonds (KB) in adhesive joints. The focus was
on nonlinear ultrasonic inspection. A new prediction tool was developed to
assess the detection capability of nonlinear ultrasonic inspection for KB.
10.2 Review of thesis
First, a literature review of existing NDE techniques for testing adhesive joints at
the bond line was carried out. These included radiography, nuclear magnetic'
resonance imaging (NMRI), thermography, holography, shearography, acoustic
and ultrasonic methods. It was found that ultrasonic methods remain the most
common inspection methods for adhesive joints and can be divided into linear
and nonlinear methods.
Linear ultrasonic inspection techniques were carried out on lap-joint bond
specimens for Sandia National Laboratories. The specimens had been prepared
using specific methods proven to produce various levels of weak bonds such as
the use of contaminants and the reduction of bond areas. Their estimated bond
strengths were determined by multiple strength tests on similar specimens so that
the various NDE measurements could be compared in terms of their relation to
the actual structural integrity of the joint.
The only linear technique amongst double through-transmission (OTT), pulse-
echo (PE), ultrasonic spectroscopy, shear wave resonance and oblique incidence
that showed significant correlation between measured output signal amplitudes
and bond strength was OTT. It was however noted that for adhesive failure
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specimens, the decrease in amplitude could be due to increasing contaminant
thickness rather than the presence of kissing bonds.
The harmonics generation technique, which is based on nonlinear ultrasonics,
was therefore investigated to see whether additional information could be
obtained at the bond line. When carrying out this nonlinear ultrasonic technique
on the same sets of contaminated adhesive joints, a slightly stronger linear
correlation was found between nonlinear ratio and bond strength for the
specimens providing for adhesive failure. This suggested that nonlinear
ultrasonics have the potential to detect kissing bonds.
In order to establish the prospects of this nonlinear technique in the context of
adhesive joints, it was necessary to simulate the response of nonlinear multilayer
structures to ultrasound. A one-dimensional (1-0) finite element (FE) model was
developed from a mathematical discretisation of the elastic continuum to
simulate nonlinear ultrasonic wave propagation. It could be visualised as a load
of oscillating masses connected by elastic springs. This FE model was verified
and validated for linear wave propagation against an input impedance model and
experimental data respectively. For nonlinear wave propagation, the model was
verified by extracting the correct nonlinear parameter value for material inherent
nonlinearity following the same process as used experimentally.
Carefully controlled experiments were carried out to properly identify and
quantify nonlinearities generated by external sources which were then
incorporated into the model. With an immersed through-transmission (TT)
configuration for example, these nonlinearities can be generated by the electronic
equipment (waveform generator, power amplifier, pre-amplifier), the transducers
(both transmitter and receiver), the cables and water.
Finally, the model was used as a prediction tool giving insights into the
measurement scenario from which optimum measurement methodologies and
appropriate signal processing procedures could be derived and combined to
produce a tractable technique for quantitative measurement of kissing bonds. It
was also possible to compare the FE model output against experimental data.
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10.3 Summary of findings
The general experimental procedure was (I) to use one transducer to excite
ultrasonic waves in the adhesive joint of interest over a limited frequency
bandwidth, (2) measure the response of the joint using either the same or a
second transducer, (3) analyse the frequency content of the received signal by
calculating the nonlinear ratio <l> =A21A (2 where A ( and A2 are the fundamental
frequency and second harmonic amplitudes respectively. Cases considered
included TT in a single layer of material as well as contact and immersion TT
and PE in multi-layered structures (sandwich specimens made from aluminium
and epoxy). All measurements were normal incidence unfocused ultrasonic
measurements. Only single excitation was considered as opposed to non-
collinear and other methods that involve mixing between signals [155]. The
adhesive joints were modelled as I-D planar systems.
10.3.1 Input signal requirements
To optimise the chances of defect induced nonlinearities to be seen in the output
frequency spectrum, a continuous sinusoidal wave would in theory be the ideal
input signal as its frequency spectrum has precisely zero amplitude at all
frequencies other than the fundamental. However, such an ideal signal cannot be
used in PE mode as this would mean receiving at the same time as transmitting,
nor can it be used in practice at the voltage levels required (about 100 Volts)
without damaging the equipment. These considerations required therefore for the
input signal to be limited in time which can be achieved by simply cutting it. To
minimise the side lobes in the frequency spectrum that will be generated as a
result of the cutting, a window function should be applied. It was found that the
Hanning window was the most efficient at reducing the level of side lobes. Also,
the integral of the resulting input toneburst should be null to avoid any shifting in
the signal.
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10.3.2 How to recover the nonlinear parameter p
It was found that the absolute nonlinear parameter value p characterising inherent
material nonlinearity can only be recovered in TT, when extracting the
transmitted toneburst with a rectangular window over several propagation
distances, and by performing a series of scalings.
The formula generally found in literature to calculate p is only valid when
sending a continuous sine wave in an undamped material where no other
nonlinearities than those generated by the material are taken into account. As this
is rarely the case, the value for nonlinear ratio <I> over propagated distance x
should in fact be calculated as the gradient of nonlinear ratios over distances. p
should also be multiplied by scaling factors to account for the windowed input
signal, the damping and any scaling applied by the particular FFT
implementation used.
The correct absolute value for p can therefore be calculated for an input toneburst
of finite length and a slightly damped material using the gradient of nonlinear
ratio against propagation distance cI>/x as follows:
(6-12)
where r ....is the window ratio, rd is the damping factor, r, is the FFT scaling factor
and k is the wavenumber.
10.3.3 Model optimisation
The FE model that was developed by the author was coded in Matlab and
provides not only a better understanding of nonlinear wave propagation in
multilayer structures but also a tangible resource useful to research engineers.
When running the FE model, it was found that convergence was achieved from
30 points per wavelength with a time step At equals to v2/2 !u the element size.
It was also found that a minimum of 8192 points in the frequency domain
enabled the frequency step to be small enough and hence the values taken for A I
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and A2 to have abscissa values close enough to the fundamental frequency /0 and
the second harmonic 2/0.
An input toneburst with 20 cycles was found acceptable and the input acoustic
pressure was found to be optimal at 1x 10.5 K2 where K2 is the bulk modulus of
the material under inspection.
With the parameters mentioned here above, the solution to the algorithm (model
output) did not converge any faster using the fifth-order polynomial fit (five
point method) when calculating the gradient of the displacement u with respect to
spatial position x. It was therefore recommended to use the three point method
for a faster running time.
Finally, it was found that the post-processing technique had an impact on the
resulting nonlinear ratios calculated. The extraction window type that most
reduced the generation of side lobes was the Hanning window. The optimal
extraction time window length depends on the layer thicknesses and driving
frequency.
10.3.4 Optimal experimental configuration
To detect a KB in a thin metallic sandwich specimen in TT, it was recommended
to use a lower driving frequency (3.5 MHz) as well as maximising the post-
processing time window length of the output signal. In contact PE or immersion
PE with only 1 mm of water, the driving frequency the closest to the resonant
frequency of the joint was recommended. However, in immersion PE with a
2 mm water layer, higher contrast between the cases with and without a KB was
achieved at the lower frequency (3.5 MHz).
10.4 Future work
When assessing the integrity of adhesive joints in industry, the focus should be
on one-sided ultrasonic techniques. Pulse-echo and pitch-catch modes would be
good configurations to send longitudinal and shear waves into the structure. The
received signals would then be analysed linearly in both time and frequency
domains. To complement these linear measurements, nonlinear measurements in
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the frequency domain would provide additional information if defects with
nonlinear behaviour such as kissing bonds were present. These measurements
require higher input voltage and nonlinearities generated by external sources
would need to be carefully controlled in order to discriminate them from defect
induced nonlinearities. This can be difficult to achieve experimentally and the FE
model should be an efficient tool to make sure the optimum parameters are
chosen. Small variations in couplant thickness might also occur and can be
overcome by either fixing the transducer(s) or by taking the average of several
measurements.
For shear wave propagation to be simulated as well, the FE model could be
developed into a two-dimensional model (2-D). The work that was carried out
here would be easily transferable and could possibly be performed in suitable
commercial FE packages. In effect, with this new I-D FE model, the rigour on
relating measurements back to material properties was developed by identifying
all the subtleties for qualitative measurements such as the use of scaling factors.
However. the complexity of the results found from the 1-0 model when carrying
out the case study in Chapter 9 showed how the huge parameter space of possible
1-0 configurations has only just been touched on and the situation is by no
means fully understood. There is therefore a lot more that could and should be
done with just the 1-0 model to gain more understanding of nonlinear ultrasonic
wave propagation and its interaction with KB before developing the 2-D version.
The FE model could be used on other types of material such as composites which
are increasingly being used in the aerospace industry. This new prediction tool
would enable engineers to determine the optimal driving frequency as well as
input voltage when testing such attenuative materials.
The FE model could also be expanded to include other types of defect that might
be present in the adhesive joint. Their effect on nonlinear measurements could
then be assessed. Porosity in the adhesive could be modelled by changes in its
stiffness and density properties. Corrosion on the outer surface of the specimen
could be simulated by setting the first element of the adherend layer to a lower
density.
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By following the recommendations given by the model, further experimental
work could be carried out to enhance the existing nonlinear measurement
technique. As the nonlinear high frequency transmission technique currently
consists in gluing a piezoelectric disc either side of the specimen for contact TT
[7], the signal could be transmitted by a conventional commercial transducer.
Pulse-echo mode could be used, as well as immersion testing for scanning. All of
these would be done by minimising nonlinearities due to external sources. For
these experimental measurements, work would also be required to produce
reliable and repeatable KB in adhesive joints [156].
There are also other existing nonlinear set-ups and input signals to consider. For
example, a signal with two different frequency tonebursts superposed could be
used (possibly excited with two different transducers, one on either side of the
specimen) and the mixing between them would be looked for - in this way, one
frequency could always be tuned to match a resonance in the adhesive and the
sensitivity would be maximised as a result.
Other input signals to consider include chirps, Golay codes, random signals (e.g.
Gaussian white noise) and chaotic signals.
In effect, improvement of the time reversal (TR) nonlinear elastic wave
spectroscopy (NEWS) method [98] was achieved when using chirp-coded
excitation [157] in the 400-600 kHz range. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was
increased and the extraction of the nonlinear signature derived from the scatterers
was improved with the ability to separate second order harmonic components
regardless of the transmitted bandwidth.
Complementary sequences introduced by Golay [158] belong to a family of
signals which consist of two binary sequences of the same length n whose auto-
correlation functions have side lobes equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.
The sum of these auto-correlation functions gives a single auto-correlation
function with the peak of 2n and zero elsewhere. Golay-coded excitation allows
therefore the amplitude of side lobes to be suppressed to zero [159] as well as
SNR to be increased [160][161].
If a Gaussian signal operates on a linear system, the resulting output will be
Gaussian. Conversely, if the system is nonlinear, the output will result as non-
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Gaussian. Since all the spectra of order higher than two are equal to zero for a
Gaussian process, bispectral analysis can extract information regarding
deviations from gaussianity, i.e. deviations from linearity of the system [162].
Finally, to be better able to characterise the nature of a particular nonlinearity and
obtain more information about the defect, ideas from the nonlinear dynamics
field could be applied to the development of a novel approach to nonlinear NDE.
One important idea is that, where there is nonlinearity, there may be chaos, and
techniques for characterising chaotic systems are well developed in other fields
such as dynamics. The mathematical concept is that a chaotic system is one
which is highly sensitive to the initial conditions, the classic example being
weather patterns. This concept could be applied to the NDE of engineering
structures and a powerful new approach developed.
The use of chaotic signals in radar and sonar was taken up by QinetiQ in 2001,
looking specifically at the potential for enhancing detection (this is an analogous
problem to that encountered in detecting defects using ultrasonic NDE). In 2002,
QinetiQ proposed novel processing architectures for detecting chaotic signals.
Two solutions were offered - detection by comparing the observed data with
bifurcation diagrams (these describe the nature of the nonlinearity of a system)
using target range as a parameter, and range estimation using "anticipating
synchronisation". Later investigation concluded that they had limited usefulness
in radar and sonar. NDE systems work on similar principles, but offer greater
scope for the use of nonlinear dynamics both because of the more controlled
environment, and the existence of nonlinear behaviour in practically important
cases. Furthermore, chaotic signals are already being used in Structural Health
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A One-Dimensional Input Impedance Model
Ultrasonic waves are reflected at boundaries where there is a difference in
acoustic impedances of the materials on each side of the boundary. The reflection
coefficient, r, for a wave travelling from material 2 to material I is given by:
(A-I)
where ZI and Z2 are the impedances of material I (reflecting medium) and
material 2 respectively.
The one-dimensional nonlinear ultrasonic wave equation for damped media was
derived in Chapter 4. When considering the linear case where the wave equation
is derived from Hooke's Law (4-3), the following linear wave equation is
obtained:
(A-2)
where u is the particle displacement, p, K2 and d are the material's density, bulk
modulus and sound attenuation respectively, and Fexl is the external applied
force.
The harmonic solution to the one-dimensional linear wave equation (A-2) is:
(A-3)
where A and B are constants, k is the wavenumber, OJ = 21[/0 is the circular
frequency and/o is the fundamental frequency.
With the expression for particle displacement u found in (A-3), the acoustic
pressure P and the particle velocity v can be expressed as functions of A and B:
p(x,r)= -K2 ~ = -ikK2(Ae't.: - Be-It.: )e-id (A-4)
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(A-5)
Equations (A-4) and (A-5) can be expressed in matrix format:
[~] [-ikK e-'Me'U ikK,e-'Me-'" IA]_ 2- _ hue-iaJI e'iT - i {OKe -IOJI e -liT B
2
[~ W _~e-w ][A]• -IaJI til e (A-6)= -lwe
eiiT e-Ikx B
But as the wavenumber is k = role where e is the sound velocity and the bulk
d I . K 2 h kK2 ope' Z h .mo u us IS 2 = pc ,we ave -- = -- = pc = t e Impedance. Hence,{O em
(A-7)
which is equivalent to















Figure A.I. Model ora multilayer structure
Between positions I and 2 in a multilayer structure as sketched in Figure A.l,
there is continuity of displacement. Applying equation (A-7) to position 2 and
(A-8) to position 1 then combining both to remove A and B, gives:
[~]
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_[=kd iZ sin kd ][P.]
- _:_sin kd coskd vZ 1
(A-9)
where d is the distance between positions 1 and 2.
The equivalent impedance looking into the structure from position 1 is given by:
Z - P2 _ p'coskd+iZvlsinkdHOI/IV - -
V2 i P. sin kd +VI coskd
Z
(A-IQ)
Multiplying the numerator and denominator by Z ,
VI coskd
Z - ZI +iZtankd Z




For a multi-layered media, the impedance is calculated recursively looking into
successive layers, working back from the final interface towards the transducer.
This leads to the general equations for calculating the input impedance and
reflection coefficient that can then be used successively for modelling multi-
layered systems.
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Figure A.2. 1\1ulti-Iayered structure model used for calculation of reflection coefficient
Z.
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The geometry for plane wave propagation in multi-layered systems is illustrated
in Figure A.2 where normal incidence is assumed. Both the top and bottom
media are semi-infinite in length with an acoustic plane wave incident on the top
boundary. The top medium is numbered n+1, the bottom medium is number I,
and there are n-I intermediate layers numbered 2, 3,4, ..., n.
Applying equation (A-II) successively, the input impedance for the nth layer is:
Z<") = (Zi~"-I)+ iZ" tan rp" JZ
'" Z + 'Z<,,-I) tan a T"" I in an'l'"
(A-12)
where for normal incidence rp" = k"d" and Z;n is defined as the impedance of the
reflecting medium.
The wavenumber is proportional to the frequency so that:
k ; = ~(I-..!_tan r)
c" 2
(A-13)
where tan r is the mechanical loss tangent.
The mechanical loss tangent is a measure of loss-rate of energy of the
mechanical oscillation in the attenuative material:
tan r = c"a"d" / 7T
where an is the attenuation coefficient.
(A-14)
The characteristic acoustic impedance of the material is given by:
Z" = P"C,,(I +iitan r) (A-IS)
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B Nonlinear ratio and signal amplitudes
As attenuation of ultrasound increases with frequency according to a power law,
harmonics experience greater attenuation than the fundamental. A schematic of




Figure B.l. Schematic of the relative intensity of the fundamental and harmonic
components as they propagate through the material
As the signal propagates towards the receiver, it is attenuated. Beam spreading
causes a reduction in amplitude inversely proportionate to the distance travelled
x, and dissipative attenuation of ultrasound follows the exponential law exp[ -
o.(f) x] where o.(f) is the frequency-dependent attenuation coefficient.
However, compared to the harmonic signal amplitude, the nonlinear ratio
<l> = A21A 12 typically utilised in nonlinear ultrasonic analysis has no dependency
on both incident ultrasound pressure Aap and attenuation.
In effect, if A 1 is assumed to be proportional to the incident acoustic pressure Aap
(A 1 = 01 Aap where 01 is a constant), the second order nonlinear response A2 is
proportional to Aa/ (A2 = 02A2ap where 02 is a constant). The combined effect of
beam spreading and dissipative attenuation can be approximated by one piece-
wise exponential reduction only such that the total attenuation can be written as
exp[- L a, (J)x;] where the distances Xi are small enough and the attenuation
coefficient constant within each Xi [154]. Therefore, the received signal has a
fundamental component of:
(B-1)
and a harmonic component of:
(B-2)
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When calculating the nonlinear ratio <1>, the fundamental component is used to
normalize the harmonic component in the received signal as follows:
(B-3)
But under the assumption that attenuation coefficients increase linearly with the
frequency:
a,{2fo}= 2a,{fo} (B-4)
and therefore equation (B-3) becomes:
A2 a2A~l'exp2[-La,(fo}xj] a2
<l> = AI2 = al2 A~I'exp2l- La, (fo }Xj j = a~ (B-5)
Equation (B-5) shows that there are no distance effects when calculating <I> which
is a constant.
The total nonlinear signal characterised by the nonlinear ratio <I> at a distance
Xi = d is obtained by integrating the nonlinear contributions from Xi = 0 to d and
gives an expected linear result.
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